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submit their work deserves recognition. This issue is dedicated to all ofyou.
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Tamara Ford The Miss DeafMass. Pageant

Carmen Labour Duties

Jhosmin Levy High as a Kite

Carmen Lopez Preparing for a Cesarean Section

Kathleen McCabe The Printing Department
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Tamika Miller Reunion With Father

Natalie Moussa Racism

Milagros Nunez Poor RossieJ

Johanna Rodriguez Slider Park
Odilis Rosario Unbelievable

Daniel Salgado DonJuan
Marcia Stulsky Analysis

Ana Valdez My Room, An Intriguing Place

Matthew Vasta Oriental Gardens

Raymond Vila Taking A Good Picture

Cathy Webber Rub-A-Dub
Derek Williams Producing A Television Show
Marvin Woltering Laws for ChildMolesters too Mild
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Introduction

In Writing Down the Bones, Natalie Goldberg writes, “Writers live twice. They
go along with their regular life, are as fast as anyone in the grocery store, crossing the

street, getting dressed for work in the morning. But there is another part of them that

they have been training. The one that lives everything a second time.” While this

training may be time-consuming, frustrating or downright painful, any writer will tell

you it gives the original experience added value.

The essays in this collection represent the best of those written for EN4400, or

Basic Writing, during the 1996-1997 academic year. Their writers dared to live twice.

In the case of Bernardino Almonte, who writes of his struggle to be elected the first

Hispanic vice-president of his local labor union, this re-living represents a second layer

or triumph. In living the experience a second time, Almonte inspires his readers to use

his example in order to have faith in their own seemingly impossible dreams. For

Jeannie Comei, who writes with passion about love for a sister lost to a terminal illness,

her re-living requires her to lay bare her pain, without which the joy in her memories
could not be felt either. Other writers have fashioned experiences into comedic caveats

like Dyan McGlinchey’s “That Special Day,” or tributes like Anna Colmer’s funny and
poignant portrait of her mother. These are just a few examples of how writers in this

collection have taken a deep dive into their own experience and come to the surface,

with that experience, and some part of themselves, transformed. Any student who has

succeeded in Basic Writing, or any other experienced writer, knows that you don’t just

live again, but you grow as well.

In Basic Writing, instructors encourage students to write about experiences

which have changed them in some way or taught them something. What few of us

realize when we embark on a project of personal writing is that the writing itself, when
it relies on the honesty of its details and unsensationalized emotion, becomes its own
learning experience. The writer may see something new in herself, a voice growing
louder within her, a sense of greater understanding about her world. Or he may find

humor where he least expects it, fit an experience into a context that teaches others, or,

as in the example of Robert Boisvert’s “Irreconcilable Differences,” simply view a

familiar scene through a different window.
Writing about personal experience is never easy; nothing worthwhile is. The

poet Anne Sexton once wrote, in defense of writing about personal issues,

Not that it was beautiful,

but that, in the end, there was
a certain sense oforder there;

something worth learning...

As someone who has had the pleasure of reading many essays that have evolved out of

EN4400, 1 have discovered many things worth learning, the least of which has not been
the way a writer discovers him or herself.

--Debra Deroian

May 24, 1997
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Ivory Coast
by Mirna Abdelghany

l

I grew up in the country of Ivory Coast on the West Coast of Africa. My parents,

two sisters, my brother and I lived in Marcory Residential, a residential neighborhood

of Abidjan, the capital city. Most of the houses in my neighborhood were built at

ground level, villa style. The streets are lined with palm trees.

Downtown Abidjan is quite modern, featuring high rises and modern highways.

The downtown houses government offices, embassies and offices of major corporations

from the U.S. and Western Europe, especially from France, the former colonial ruler.

As a result of more than a century of French colonialism, the language of commerce
and conversation in the major cities is French.

The market areas of Abidjan, Treichville and Adjame, are bustling with activity,

with stalls selling locally grown fresh foodstuffs and locally manufactured garments.

The garments are cheap and of good quality and made by skillful tailors.

The elegant quarters of Cocody in Abidjan is where diplomatic residences and
the residences of top government officials are located. However, the suburbs of Abidjan

are quite dilapidated, with people living in huts with no sewers or running water.

Ivory Coast is on the equator with high humidity and with only two seasons--

summer and winter. The temperature during the summer averages about 85 to 90
degrees Fahrenheit, but with some days breaking the 1 00 mark. The summer lasts from
September to July. The remainder of the time it is winter, or the rainy season, with

non-stop rain for days at a stretch. The temperature during this season averages

between 65 and 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

The poor people who live in small quarters work so hard to make a living to

support their families. For example, the women put tables outside their homes and fill

them with all kinds of handmade crafts, and some of them make barbecue on the grill

and sell them in sandwiches with hot peppers. The smell is good and appetizing. Here
we have to go to the supermarket to buy our needs. In Ivory Coast, the poor women
knock on doors with big baskets on their heads with all kinds of vegetables to sell.

Sometimes they might get lucky, sometimes not. Some of these poor ladies have a child

on their backs. I used to ask myself the question: Isn’t it too heavy for them to carry

their child on their backs and the basket on their heads? In my opinion, it is heavy, but

they have no choice. The men mostly work as farmers, waiters, housekeepers and
security guards.

Around holiday times, Abidjan becomes unsafe because thieves start stealing

from homes and villas, especially at night when people are out, or shopping for gifts, or

even when they are asleep. They usually watch the house for a long period of time and
study how they are going to get into the house without being noticed. They steal

jewelry, money, televisions, stereos, etc. I think they are poor people who are forced to

steal for their families. They probably sell the stolen objects to get money for food.

Ivory Coast is a civilized, cultured country, but the differences between the rich

and the poor create problems. Some people take their precautions and put their savings

and valuable belongings in banks. My family had a VCR stolen.

For recreation, Abidjan residents visit Assiny, an island off the coast. It is two
hours away from the city. You must cross the ocean. It is a half hour boat trip to reach
the island. The island is also an international tourist spot. Known for its beautiful

beaches, the island comes alive during the summer with street shows, music, and
games.
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If 1 go back to Ivory Coast, I will have mixed feelings, since I am now used to a

different kind of life in America.

About the author:

Mirna Abdelghany, 28, grew up in Africa. A student in Lyn LeGendre’s course in Fall
(
96, she says that before Basic Writing she “hadsome difficulties expressing herselfon
paper, ”andnow feels more relaxedabout the task of writing. Mirna is a Graphic

Design major and enjoys drawing, cooking, and spending time with her family. She
lives in Dracut with her husbandand their twin boys.
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My Visit to Middleton Jail

by Amy Dodier

I’m driving on Rt. 95 to go to Middleton House of Correction. Though I have

been there before, every time is just as nerve-wracking as the first. OK, my exit is

coming up. Now I will be there in about ten minutes. At this point I’m really nervous.

I have butterflies and everything. I’m taking a right; at the top of the hill is the jail. On
both sides of this road there are fields that seem to be never-ending. At the top of this

hill I’m taking a left. I’m in the middle of a huge parking lot with a huge building in

front of me.

This building is like no building I have ever seen. No matter how many times I

have been here it still amazes me. There’s a barbed wire fence that goes around 90% of

the building. To the left of the door where I go in there are two enormous electric gates

that protect against the entrance of any unauthorized vehicles entering the premises of

the jail. Before the two gates there is a little shed where a correctional officer (C.O.)

stands guard. He checks over all the vehicles that enter. They even look under and
over the tops of the vehicles with a mirror on a long pole. That is minute compared to

some of the security inside the building.

Inside the building, where I check in for a visit and wait for my name to be

called to go in, is probably the only time I don’t feel like one of the inmates myself. To

the right when I walk in, I have to check in with a C.O. behind a glass window with a

little opening only big enough to put a hand in. It is so I can hand him identification.

After I check in, I sit on these cold, grey, m'etal benches and wait for the name of the

inmate I’m going to see to be called. When his name is called I go up and wait in front

of an electric door until they are done calling all the names for that visit. When the

C.O. is done calling all the names he gives this speech about not having any personal

possessions. I must lock up everything in a locker or in the car. The only thing I can

have on me is ID and maybe a coat.

When he is all done with his speech, we proceed through the electric door and
then through a metal detector one by one. After I go through the metal detector I must
wait again for everyone else. Once everyone is through, the electric door will close

behind us. At this point we are all stuck in this tiny room between two electric doors.

Once the first door closes, the second door will open. They will never open the second

before the first is closed, no matter how many people they have to fit in this little room
at one time.

The second door takes us outside between the two building. There is barbed
wire fence all around us and to the left in a separate area are all the K9s (the trained

police dogs). These dogs are huge. As we walk by the dogs, they are barking like crazy.

Their barks are not like your everyday house pets would bark. These have strong, loud,

intimidating barks, not little squeaky yaps. Now we feel like we’re locked up too, with

the fence as tall as the two buildings all around us. Even if we wanted to turn back
now, we couldn’t. We are stuck in the facility at this point until the visit is over and the

C.O. escorts everybody out at the same time. There are no exceptions to this rule, just

like all the other rules.

Once everyone is outside and the door to the first building is closed, the door to

the second building will open. This room is smaller than the first room I described.

This room is more like a closet and like before we all have to squeeze in together, no
matter how many of us there are. Once we are all in the next door opens and finally

we are in the visit area. The room is the size of a school gymnasium, with a glassed-in
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room in the middle. It’s hard to explain. 1 sit down in a chair outside the glass and the

person I’m visiting sits on the other side. In front of me is a phone on the table. The
phone is how I communicate with the inmate I’m visiting. There is absolutely no
physical contact during these visits. I can hear all the other people on the same side of

the glass as me talking. I cannot hear anyone on the other side of the glass except the

person I am on the phone with.

The majority of the visitors are females; most are girlfriends of the inmates. I

can hear the sadness in their voices when they speak. While I’m here, I hear the people

around me trying to comfort the people they are visiting in any way that they can. This

is expected, though considering the circumstances, I don’t think anyone enjoys going

here to visit their friends and loved ones. Nothing it pleasant about this place- -it’s cold

and gloomy. The whole room where we are sitting is lifeless. There is no color to this*

room. The walls around us are a dirty white color and the plastic chairs we sit in are

grey. No wonder the inmates are so gloomy, beside the reason why each of them is

doing time. Just visiting there makes me depressed.

Each visit is a half hour and that is it. Believe me, it seems like ten minutes.

When the visit is over the C.O. yells in his husky voice, “Time’s up!” When he says this,

there is not even a second left. We’re expected to hang up at that second, so we say

“Bye,” very quick. Everyone lines up again to leave. We follow the same procedure on
the way out as we did on the way in.

Once we’re outside it’s a relief. We only wish we were taking the people we just

visited home with us. It’s a horrible thought, knowing someone you love is in a place

like that for whatever reason. Like people say though, “If you do the crime, you do the

time.” As you can see from my experience there is nothing fun about doing the time.

About the Author:

Amy Dodier, 24, was a student ofJennie-Rebecca Falcetta in Spring (
97. A LiberalArts

major who hopes to enter the Sign Language Interpreterprogram at NECC, Amy says

that before her semester in Basic Writing, she didn ’t like toput her thoughts on paper.

Now she “actually enjoys it1” Amy works as a CertifiedNurses Aide. In her free time,

she enjoys dancing and spending time with her son, Dylan. She lives in Bradford.
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Terrasini, Sicily: My Grandparent’s House
by Marisa Sanguedolce

Terrasini is a small town located on the island of Sicily in the Mediterranean

Sea. There live my grandparents. They live in the Marina part of the small village,

where they own their home. The house is located on the corner of the end of Via

Messina and the beginning of Via Trento. It is a concrete, oblong, beige house that

extends two floors, with a terrace that overlooks the street. There I hold most of my
memories and dreams.

Coming in the front oak doors with the slightly ajar shutters, you notice that the

house is very well-kept and fashionable. On the first floor, there are three rooms. The
bathroom is a light mint color that brightens up the room. Behind the bathroom door,

there is a grandmother’s poem that one of her grandchildren must have given her. The
living room and kitchen are all connected into one. The walls are a pure white

concrete stucco, the ceiling has a bumpy texture, and the floors are of gray, white and
black marble. When walking barefoot, you can feel the coolness of the marble going

through your body and into your bones. There stands an oak entertainment center with

a 37” television. The china cabinet is full of precious ciystal and harlequins. There is a

beautiful sofa. It looks comfortable and soft as you can imagine it calling to you --

Come and sit on me — lam the couch. Never can you resist the urge to let yourself fall

back onto its softness.

Looking up from the couch, you can see my grandmother cooking her famous
tomato sauce, the aroma of which draws you to the kitchen. The kitchen is small, but

the oak cabinets are filled with goodies. The stove is almost always lit, with either

luscious red tomato sauce or fresh green vegetables cooking. You can almost taste the

sweet rich flavor of the tomato sauce as it slowly simmers; when it is done, you can

almost see it being poured over the freshly baked homemade pasta.

Between the living room and the kitchen, there is a small hallway that leads to

the stairs and up to the second floor where the bedrooms lay. The second floor has two
bedrooms and one bathroom. The bathroom, which is reserved for guests, is considered

off limits and is only to be used in case of “emergencies.” It is very elegant with a

marble bathtub and floor -- too elegant for everyday use. My grandmother warns us

never to enter, because she is afraid we will dirty it. The bedrooms are large and airy.

Both have shuttered oak doors that lead to the small balconies which overlook the street

and the houses of my grandparent’s neighbors, which look exactly the same as my
grandparent’s.

Up on the third floor there is a terrace which extends the length of the whole
house. The walls around it are about four feet high. Looking around, you see all the

terraces of the houses around you. Each has an antenna. You can also see clothing

lines hanging out to dry in the hot Mediterranean sun. Looking down over the walls

and onto the street allows you to see all the activities that circulate throughout the day.

Crazy European drivers beep, gesture, shout and swirl to get by other cars and people.

There are sounds of children playing hide and seek, mothers crying for their children to

come in and eat supper. Looking up past the antennas and clotheslines, you glimpse the

Mediterranean Sea colliding into the big azure sky. So close in color are the sky and sea

that it is hard to distinguish where one ends and the other begins. Standing on the

terrace with the dry African winds blowing my hair and the warm afternoon sun
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hitting my face, I can look for hours imagining exactly where the horizon line is and
what is far and beyond that point.

Whenever I do go to visit my grandparents in Terrasini, Sicily, I feel at home in

their humble hove, because it never changes. The sounds are the same. The smells are

always teasing your appetite, and the sights that greet you are out of a postcard. To my
eyes, my grandparent’s house will always remain the center of my life.

About the Author:

Marisa Sanguedolce is a 23year old Business Management major. Before her semester

studying with Claudia Stern in Spring ‘97, she felt that writing was “kinda scary.
”

Now, she says, she feels a bit more secure in her ability to transfer thought to paper.

She works as a hair stylist, andhopes one day to own her own business. She lives in

Methuen with her husband.
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Auntie Luz
by Wallys J. Amaro

If there is one person in the world I respect and admire, it is my Auntie Luz. Her

kind heart, generosity, and ability to handle difficult situations make her a role model

for me.

Most of my spare time is spent at Auntie Luz’s house. She is my mother’s sister

and her husband, Jose, is my father’s brother. (An interesting aspect of my family is

that my mother’s three sisters are married to my father’s three brothers, and my
mother’s only brother is married to one of my father’s sisters.) Auntie Luz has always

been like a mother to me, and my children love her as much as I do. To them she is like

their grandmother, and they call her “Mima,” which means “my love.”

As a child, I was always wondering why she was the only blonde one in the

family, but as I grew older I realized that she wasn’t a natural blonde. She just enjoyed

dyeing her hair all shades of blonde. At five feet three inches tall, she has perfect skin

and gorgeous green eyes. She is just a little overweight, but that doesn’t seem to bother

her. She has always been active, getting up at five in the morning, driving across town
to get spring water, and making a stop at the supermarket by six. That just shows how
energetic she really is. To the family, especially those in my generation, she is the one

who has always been there for us. We respect her as much or even more than our own
mothers.

Auntie Luz is the most generous person I know. When I came back from Puerto

Rico to the United States with my children, I was welcomed into her home. We lived in

her home for a few months and she would not accept any money from me. She said

that both she and her husband held good jobs and therefore didn’t need the money. I

felt bad about not contributing, but she said I could use the money to buy the children

what they needed. Having my children and me, plus her own four kids wasn’t easy for

her, but somehow she managed. Financially, they were stable. Her husband has

worked for the same company for twenty years, and she is employed by the school

department as a teacher’s aide for the special needs students.

Recently, my cousin Biadys’s care broke down at 1 a.m. in downtown Haverhill.

She called Auntie Luz and asked if she could pick her up. When Auntie Luz asked her

what was wrong with the car, Biadys said she thought the problem was her battery.

The thought of Biadys being alone with a broken car in the middle of the night

frightened Auntie Luz. She borrowed her husband’s battery and drove to Haverhill.

The car started up immediately. Auntie Luz is known to be very handy. Biadys was
grateful to her for giving a hand at a difficult time.

Every Saturday and Sunday for the last twenty years, the family has gathered in

Auntie Luz’s home. On Saturdays, I am usually the first one there, to help her plan the

menu for the weekend. Her first question as I walk through the door is, “Janet,” (which

is my middle name) “what are we cooking for dinner today?”

“Whatever is easy for you, since you do the cooking, “ I’ll reply.

Her Spanish rice and beans are the best. The smell of seasonings that circulates

around the house is enough to make anyone hungry. Upon entering her kitchen, you
can’t help but stare at the huge pots. Their sizes are similar to those pots used in a

school kitchen. Coming from a big family, she finds it fairly easy to cook large

quantities.
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Once we’ve had supper, she’ll immediately yell out, “Janet, go wash your hair if

you want me to roll it.” As she starts to roll my hair, we begin discussing our week’s

events. The topics of our conversations are always finances and shopping. We share

the same interests in clothes, perfumes, and jewelry. She is the biggest shopaholic I

have ever known, beside myself. That’s why we get along so well. She will never think

twice about indulging herself with designer clothes from Anne Klein or spending

hundreds of dollars at the Express store. Oscar de la Renta is one of her favorite

perfumes for work, though she loves Obsession for evening events. They say diamonds
are a girl’s best friend, but for her it is rubies. “Rubies agree with my personality-

bright and shiny,” she says.

As I get ready to leave, I will ask her how she feels about these gatherings every

weekend at her home. Her response is always the same: “This is a second home to all of

you, and it will continue to be for as long as I’m alive.”

About the Author:

A student ofLyn LeGendre in Fall ‘96, Wallys Amaro says she has always loved writing,

naming it as her favorite hobby (next to shopping). A LiberalArts major who works as

a voucher specialist, she looks forward to a career as a kindergarten teacher. She is 32
and lives in Lawrence.
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Meet My Motherll
by Anna Scionti Colmer

I was standing in Dr. Wallwork’s office after a physical examination, my mother
was standing nearby, and Dr. Wallwork was at his desk moving some paperwork
around. He turned to me, looked me straight in the eye and asked, “So, Anna, do you
like your mother?” Being eleven years old I thought it was a silly question, but I

answered yes. He went on, “What do you like about her?”

I looked at my mother as she was looking at me and smiled, turned back to him,

started giggling, and said, “She makes me laugh.”

To this day my mother and I will be reminiscing about that day and she’ll shake

her head and say, “Anna, you couldn’t have said I was a great cook, a wonderful
mother, or a good housekeeper. You had to say I was funny.” Then she rolls her eyes,

puts her hand on her head as if she has a headache, and we start laughing hysterically

all over again.

My mother’s name is Irene R. Bernier Dery. She has been married four times,

and twice to the same man. She attributes this narcissistic characteristic to the men in

her life that gave her everything until the day she married them. She makes a point of

saying to me, “Anna, I’m not kidding. They turn into Jekyll and Hyde after I marry
them.”

The color of Irene’s eyes is hazel. She is about 5’4” and her hair is a silver mix.

She is very eccentric and you would know this just by stepping into her apartment.

There are no curtains in her house. In her living room there are books piled

everywhere--she is an avid reader. In her kitchen she has a beach chair with a TV tray

and a lamp sitting on top of it. Walking into her bedroom you’ll find her computer-

-

that is her best friend. The rest of the room will have bras, stockings, and clothes

hanging all over the place. Her house may be a mess, but it is always clean.

One of my mother’s traits that really stands out is she’s either up or down.
There is no middle ground with her- -that is emotionally, physically, and financially.

An example would be the other day when I visited with her. My energy was vibrant

and I was ecstatic about my paper. Thoughts inside my mind were like fireworks going

off on the Fourth ofJuly and I couldn’t help but release the oohs and the ahhs. I started

explaining to my mother, “I’m going to write this about you and I’m going to write that

about you.” Her legs were crossed and she had a cup of coffee in her hand. Without
even looking at me she pointed at the living room table and in her cutting tone she said,

“And you can tell them about all the granny afghans I never finish.” I looked to my left,

and from one end of the living room table to the other there were stacks of crochet

squares piled on top of each other. I couldn’t help but burst into tears of laughter.

I looked back at my mother and Mona Lisa couldn’t have brought a smile to her

face. I knew she needed some cheering up, so we sat and kibbitzed for a while. I

finally suggested, “Ma, why don’t we go for a ride or something?” She agreed; I knew
immediately she was feeling better. She vented, I listened. She knew at least one person

in this world loved her unconditionally, and this is what makes my mother tick. By the

time we were leaving the apartment, she was ready for the world, which means the

world has no ties to her. This is when she is in her true character. Now she’s ready for

her appearance, and what a debut it isl This is about the time she tosses what she calls

her “Blanche DuBois” scarf around her neck, throws her hands in the air, starts singing

something from the 1930s, and along come her legs kicking from side to side as if she’s
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a lead singer in a Broadway show. I must add that this is all going down a flight of

stairs. When she opens the door she turns to me as if I’m the answer to her prayers and
says, “Gee, Anna, you throw off great energy.”

When my mother and I are together, her nature is comical, spiritual, and
compassionate. We are two extraordinary souls mingling together, a combination that

only God could have had a hand in. We are our own society.

I don’t know where my mother will be in ten years. She’ll probably come into

something financially, blow it like its nobody’s business, and become strapped again,

but I do know this: I know what her final words will be. “I did it my way!”

About the Author:

Thirty-fiveyear oldAnna Scionti Colmer says that writing has always been “like an
unconditionalfriend that... overwhelms and embraces me.” A LiberalArts major who
hopes topursue a professional career in writing, Anna was a student ofJoanna Fortna

in Spring ‘97, and credits her instructor for helping make the experience ajoy. “This

time around [taking a writing course] Ihave life experience. Iknow what it is to laugh,

to cry. Iknowhard times andgood times. My heart is fully developed. And Basic

Writinggave me the finishing touches by openingme up. ” A CertifiedNurses Aide,

Anna enjoys doing “anything creative” in her free time. She is marriedand lives in

Salem, N.H..
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My Sister, My Friend
byjeannie Comei

Of the many relationships in a woman’s life, the bond between sisters is

profound and unique. I have two sisters and I cannot imagine life without either one of

them. My sister Kathy and I are very much alike. She is 1 1 years older than I am and I

have always wanted to be just like her. She has told me that when I was a baby, she

would always run to be the first one there when I cried. She brought me everywhere

with her and that always made me feel very special.

Kathy is a very petite, pretty, spunky woman. Her hair is naturally dark brown,
but she likes to highlight it blonde and wear it short, sometimes I think just to shock our
Mom. She wears glasses, but most of the time she has her contacts in. She has very

large, dark brown eyes; I tell her she’s possessed because you can see the whites of her

eyes all around the pupil. People always mistake her for being younger than she is

because she has a very youthful appearance. Also, she likes to goof around with the

kids and play practical jokes on people. Most of the time, Kathy is a lot of laughs.

Kathy worked at Western Electric for many years. She left to raise her children

and when they got older, she went to work at the IRS for five years. I have heard many
stories from people she has worked with about the funny, crazy things she did. For

instance, she dressed up every Hallowe’en. One Hallowe’en she dressed up as a bag
lady, pushed a shopping cart full of stuff around the IRS and put toilet paper in people’s

desks.

Her family is everything to her. We spend all our time together, we have lived

together and raised our children together. Every Sunday we spend at our mother’s

house, in the summer by the pool and having cookouts. In the winter we sit at the table

drinking hot tea and going over the JC Penney catalogs looking at all the things we
want but can’t afford. I can always count on my sister to be there for me. She was in

the delivery room with me for the birth of my second child, Elisha Rae. The look in her

eyes when that baby was born was one of pure love. Tears were streaming down her

face; nobody could have been more proud. When I was going through some very hard
times in my life, she stood by me. She was still there, telling everybody I would pull

through, and I did thanks to her support.

I will say that Kathy loves to raise hell! I remember a time when she, my
husband and I went down to the Sidewalk Cafe at the beach to listen to our favorite

rock band, Mugsy. My husband had decided to let us have a good time together and he

would be the designated driver. We drank, danced and laughed a lot. After the band
finished, we were not ready to go home yet. We headed out the door, towards the

beach when Kathy decided to moon everybody that was walking on the strip. Kathy

and I ran toward the ocean and dove in holding hands with all our clothes on. My
husband was frantically trying to save us and our pocketbooks from being carried out

to sea. We were laughing so hard that we almost drowned from swallowing so much
water.

There is an intimacy between sisters that is incomparable. I can remember a

time when my two sisters and I took a trip to Cancun, Mexico. I have so many great

memories of us snorkeling in the ocean, cruising around on a party boat and traveling

on a bus, drinking beer on the way to the Mayan ruins. Kathy loved to shop and would
barter with the Mexicans until they reached a price that suited her.
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When Kathy was rediagnosed with a fatal disease, cancer, her doctor told her
she only had six more months to live. Kathy’s response to the doctor was “The hell I do!
I am not ready to die yet.” Kathy lived three years after hearing those words. Her
attitude toward her illness was incredible. She made jokes about it a lot to cover up the
seriousness of her circumstances. When she had just one breast removed, she would
joke around with me and say in a funny voice “I’m a unicorn nowl” I can also

remember a night when we were out with a few friends at a place we went to often. A
man next to us was complaining, very loudly, that he was going bald. Kathy got that

look on her face and turned to toward the man. She pulled a clump of her hair out that

was falling out from the chemotherapy, then she slapped the clump of hair on top of

the guy’s head and said “Here, now stop complaining!” This poor man will probably
always remember this incident. Kathy was a very outgoing and dynamic type of

person. She loved to wear red and had a closet full of red dresses, skirts and shoes.

When I think of her, I always see her in red.

My sister was a fighter. She fought a very courageous battle with her disease.

Although this past April the cancer finally won and took her from us, she always will be
a huge part of me. I will never forget what she stood for and all the lessons she taught

me. No matter how sickly Kathy was, she always put on her make up and her wig. Her
illness gave us all insight into how precious and fragile life really is. She told us not to

worry about the small things. She taught us to stand up and protect each other. She

instilled this way of life to her children. She always told me to hang on to the bond my
best friend Tia and I have, that it is very rare and special, and she was right. There are

many songs that remind me of my sister. One is by Reba McIntyre called “If I had Only
Known.” The verses say “You were the treasure in my hand, and the one who always

stood beside me. So unaware, I foolishly believed you would always be there, but then

there came a day when I turned my head and you slipped away....” Also, my favorite

song is by the Nixons called “Sisters.” One of the verses says “Sister, I’ll see you
dancing on the stage of memories. Sister, I’ll miss you. When I close my eyes, I see you
walking there, I see you dancing there in my mind.” These songs are very healing to

me.
Three days after Kathy passed on, we found a letter in her home that she had left

for us to read after her death. This letter told us all about how much she had loved us

and how we had all helped her and supported her through her illness. She was leaving

us in peace knowing she was loved and talked about how someday we will all meet

again for a party in the clouds. She wrote how much she loved her children and was
entrusting them to us. When we hold them in our arms, we will be holding her and
when we give them our love, we are loving her. She will never truly die or be out of

our lives as long as her children are a part of ours. She said to let them know what they

meant to her and until we meet again, she loves us all. Kathy was only forty-two when
she passed on and I had never imagined that I would have to live without her. My
sister, my forever friend.

About the Author:

ForJeannie Comei, 32, ofBradford, Basic Writing was a confidence builder. Of
writing,Jeannie says “Ifound it very hardandnot one ofmyfavorite things. It was a

little overwhelming. Nowl feelmuch more confident. Itgets easier. ” A student in Faith

Benedetti’s class in Spring ‘97, Jeannie enrolledin the class with her best friend, Tia

Pehl, whose writing is also featuredin this anthology. She works as a medical

secretary, andhopes topursue a career in Nursing. In her free time, she enjoys “having

fun,”andspending time with her four children: the three shegave birth to, and the

daughter ofher sister, Kathy, whom she also considers her own.
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The Election

by Bernardino Almonte

On March 13,1 989 I was employed by Malden Mills in Lawrence,

Massachusetts. I did not know English. I had only six months living in the United

States. Therefore, it was very difficult for me to get a good job.

To learn English was my main objective because it was the only way to

communicate and to make progress in this country. In addition, I needed to learn

English so that 1 could help the immigrant workers that didn’t know how to defend

themselves against the mistreatment made by the supervisors and some workers due to

their English limitation. Some Americans assume that a person who does know English

is illiterate. I wanted to demonstrate to those people that their assumption is wrong.

On January 24, 1990 I enrolled in NECC in the ESL program so that I could

learn English. On June 20, 1991 I became the Union Steward, representing the

workers in grievances between the union and Malden Mills, in the Printing department

where I worked. I was elected unanimously by the workers. As Union Steward, I

respect not only the supervisors but the workers. Likewise, I deserve the same respect.

In 1992, 1 opposed the company’s proposals to implement 12-hour shifts and to

decrease the overtime benefits. This position made me gain followers and adversaries.

During this time was the negotiation for the new contract between the Union and
Malden Mills. The Union President, along with the Executive Board members
manipulated the information to the workers in order to benefit the company.
Therefore, the company’s proposals passed with 52% in favor and 48% opposed. Since

that time I decided to run for a Union Executive Board position -- the vice-presidency.

When I was telling the people my decision, some workers told me “Bernardino,

don’t be deluded, you don’t have a chance of winning.”

“We’ll see,” I said.

Other workers said “Don’t you know that a Hispanic person has never held such

a position?”

“Then I’ll be the first one,” I answered.

January 25, 1995 was the nomination for the Union Executive Board candidates

at the Knights of Columbus hall in Methuen. Thirteen positions were available:

president, vice-president, secretary, and ten executive board members. For executive

board, 26 workers ran, for vice-president three, and one person each ran for the

secretary and president positions.

The campaign was declared official the next day by the election committee.

During the campaign, there was a candidate for VP that used a racist issue to get votes

from some workers who do not like Hispanic people. I was informed that this

candidate approached a worker, telling him “WE can’t allow a stupid Hispanic worker
to lead us.” To his surprise, the worker was a Puerto Rican man who looks and speaks
like a white American.

“Que tu tienes en contra de los Hispano?” the worker asked him. In English,

this means “What do you have against the Hispanic people?” I met this worker to

know the truthfulness of this story and he confirmed it.

I did not take any action against this candidate because I did not want to be
involved in a racist issue. Moreover, I respect the people’s opinion so that they respect

mine. I don’t believe in any kind of discrimination. My campaign was clean and clear

based on the fact of how the Union leaders betrayed the workers’ interest in 1992 and
the job that I had done as Union Steward.
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The company schedule was four 12 hour shifts: A, 7 a.m.~7 p.m.; B, 7 p.m.-7

a.m., on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesdays. Shifts C and D were the same hours, only

on Thursday, Friday and Saturdays. There were approximately 300 Union workers per

shift. I was working C shift. Therefore, it was too difficult for me to campaign in the D
and C shifts. I had only my break time and sometimes I had to stay overnight to

campaign in the D shift. I asked for permission from my supervisors to take long break
time so that I could campaign in my own shift, but it was denied. Then I had to take

days off so that I could campaign in my own shift. On the other hand, the other two
candidates had permission from their department supervisors to campaign at any time.

I recall that I made 200 flyers with my picture on them, with the words
BERNARDINOALMONTE

for Vice-President

Vote for a Real Change
March 8

printed on them. In a week, I was one of the most well-known workers in the Mills. I

also printed 1400 flyers in English and Spanish, with information containing my
background, experience and proposals. I once approached an African-American

worker and she told me “Bernardino, you look handsome, but whoever took that

picture made a great job! I’ll vote for your picture,” she said. Many workers, on the

other hand, told me they would not vote for me because they were told that I would
agree with a strike.

I responded “If the company’s proposals are going to take away the benefits that

we have already conquered, then I agree with a strike.” I could have lied, but I did not

because I was not a politician. However, I had to sacrifice more of my time convincing

the workers what I meant when I said “I agree with a strike.” I also heard some workers

saying “Bernardino has not any chance to win.”

I stopped working overtime to intensify my campaign the last three weeks before

the election. I also painted a big sign with the colors of the USA flag saying the message

of my picture flyers. I was not so confident to win the election; however, I did not tell

anybody.

March 8, 1995 was the election day in the same place that the nomination was
held. When I got there, it was around 8 a.m. and the first thing I did was to post the

sign that I had made between two wooden columns at the club entrance. The ballot box
was open for votes beginning at 9 a.m.. Since this time, you could see the workers

arguing about the following issues: who’s going to win, what benefits the Union had to

get for them, how the Union leaders led them and what they expected from the newly
elected Executive Board. As the workers came into the club, I suggested for them to vote

for me and the other candidates were doing the same. When a worker had already

voted and came out from the club, he or she said “I voted for youl” But I noticed the

workers talked to me well as the other candidates. Then I wondered if the people had
really voted for me. Again, I doubted the possibility of my winning. I was thinking

what I had done wrong. Some of my closest friends that are able to tell when I am
concerned, approached me asking “What’s up, Pana? (friend)”

I answered, “Nothing, just thinking.”

They added “You know you’ll win. Or what? Didn’t your panas campaign for

you?” They ended the conversation by chanting “Bernardino VPI Bernardino VPI”

Although my friends tried to cheer me, I still did not know if a worker was sincere

when he or she told me “I voted for you.”

After twelve hours of campaigning, I was tired and unsure of being elected the

new VP; however, I got into the club at 9 p.m. to listen to the results hoping to be
elected. That was the time the election committee closed the ballot box. At 9:30 p.m.,
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the election committee began counting the results. You could hear the followers of each

candidate cheering when their person was ahead, and the president of the election

committee ordered them repeatedly to be quiet. The partial results were so close that I

started doubting again. Sometimes I was ahead or behind in the count. But

approximately at 12 a.m., I started being ahead in the count, and since then I never lost

my advantage. At one a.m., the president of the election committee said “The final

results concerning the position of VP are: Joe Pelletier, 118 votes; Bruce Whitman, 225
votes; Bernardino Almonte, 285 votes.” I was so surprised I couldn’t realize that I really

did it. I came back to reality when I heard my followers chanting “BA,VPI BA,VPI” I

was congratulated by everyone except by Mr. Pelletier.

To my honor, I became the first Hispanic worker and non-American to hold the

vice-president position in 32 years. I also won the right to represent the Union Local

311 as a delegate to the 42nd Convention of the International Ladies Garment Workers
Union (ILGWU) in Miami on June 30, 1995.

My triumph taught a lesson to those people who do not believe in the expression

that says “liyoucan do it, /can do it!” I was excited and proud because I proved that I

could do it.

About the Author:

Bernardino Almonte, 36, is an Electronic Technology major. A student in Suzanne Van
Wert’s class in Fall

(
96, Bernardino says that he didn’t feel confident writing in English,

but felt more confident at the end ofthe course. A machine operator atMalden Mills,

he hopes to increase his skills and work in a technicalposition in a corporation. A
father oftwo, he enjoys spending time with his daughters, and watching baseballand
basketball. He lives in Lawrence.
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A Faint Cry
by Glen Bradish

It was a warm summer day, and my girlfriend and I decided to go shopping at

Faneuil Hall in Boston. That morning we decided to take the “T” in from Medford to

make it quicker so we wouldn’t have to sit in traffic. The traffic was starting to move
very slow because it was the weekend, and it usually gets pretty crowded in Boston.

Faneuil Hall is like a mall but it is outside, and it has stores on both left and right sides

to go shopping, with food all up and down the hall. There are even attractions put on
in the middle of the court.

That day we went to just about every store in Faneuil Hall and we ended up
loaded with bags. After we were done shopping we stopped for lunch just outside

Faneuil Hall, where we ate at a small Italian restaurant.

It was about 5 o’clock and it was time to go home after our long day in Boston.

We started walking down the stairs into the subway and I noticed we were the only

ones down there. Our hands were full of bags and we were exhausted.

There we were, standing waiting for the “T” anxiously to go home. It was so

quiet you could hear a pin drop. Then we heard a faint cry. At first I ignored it, but

then I heard it again, louder and with more fear in it. I started walking down the

subway platform and the sound became even louder. After a couple of minutes of

trying to find out where it was coming from, I finally tracked it down. I saw a lady

stretching her arm out crying for help, lying across the tracks and full of blood. The
look on her face alone made me feel like I had to do something. It was a scared look

saying, “Please help me.” She had apparently been drinking and lost her balance and
fell.

She was slightly unconscious and was terrified. I instantly jumped down into

the tracks, not even thinking if there was a train coming and not even thinking twice

about the electricity on the tracks. When I got to her I tried to move her but her ankle

was wedged under the tracks. She had a cut about six inches over her eye and there

was blood everywhere.

By this time I could feel a vibration on the tracks and I knew a train would be

coming soon. I bent over and just yanked her leg out from under the track. Now I

could feel the vibration a lot more. There were people up top screaming, “Hurry!” and
“Better hurry up before the train comes,” and that was starting to scare me. By this

time everything in my life was flashing before my eyes.

The lady was a pretty heavy woman and she was not cooperating with me. She

was swinging her arms violently, keeping me away from her. It seemed that her

belongings were more important than her own life. All I remember her saying is, “Get

my shoe,” which was about ten feet away and I knew there wasn’t a lot of time.

The train was near and I was really getting scared. I finally got her to her feet,

and dragged her over to the landing, but we were in a five-foot ditch and she couldn’t

jump. She could hardly stand up without my help. I bent her over onto my shoulder

and picked her up onto the landing. After she was up, I quickly jumped up and rolled

over onto my back, resting.

While I was lying there, the train sped by with no intention of stopping. I heard

the bags that she had dropped being crushed and dragged across the tracks. I started

feeling kind of weird. I started thinking what if we didn’t get out of there in time. We
would have been instantly killed, and I didn’t even know this person.
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A couple minutes later, an ambulance came and took her away. There were
people congratulating me and people patting me on the back and it felt pretty good.

Once I got back onto the train people were staring at me. I was in an awkward position

because my face and clothes were covered with blood. Later on that afternoon I

thought about the incident and I felt like everything that happened that day was
something right out of a movie. It almost seemed like it wasn’t true or I dreamed it.

During those two minutes it felt like an hour. Everything seemed like it was
going in slow motion. For some reason I just thought what I did was right. Now I know
that I would do anything for anyone, even a stranger.

The next day my girlfriend brought me an article from the Boston Globe titled,

“Lady Saved in Subway.” I felt really good after I saw that because it really didn’t seem
like I had saved that woman.

I sometimes wonder what would have happened to that woman if we hadn’t

taken the “T” in or if we decided to drive.

About the Author:

Glen Bradish is a 22year-old LiberalArts major. As a student inJennie-Rebecca

Falcetta’s section in Spring ‘97, Glen says he began the course as someone who didn’t

like to write. “Ihonestly like it now, ”he says,
uandmidway through the semester was

looking forward to class because I liked to write. ” He plans topursue a career as a
physical therapist. For now, Glen workspart-time at Home Depot, and enjoys all sports.

Ourhumble hero lives with his family in Lawrence.
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My First Driving Lesson
by Wendy Finley

I remember sitting in the back of my dad’s car. 1 was 1 2 years old, and I was
fascinated by how to operate an automobile. One day, I knew I would be driving.

My father kept a snowbrush on the floor in back of the car. Whenever we went
out for a ride, especially on a long trip, I would pretend to drive.

I would place the snowbrush, with the handle down, between my knees. This

was my steering wheel. I made up the brake and gas pedals. As my father drove, I

copied every driving gesture he made. This was fun.

When I turned 1 5 years old, my dad said to me, “Wendy, it is time you learned

how to drive.” I was excited and scared at the same time. This wasn’t make believe

anymore, this was reality. That’s what scared me.

Every Sunday morning, my dad would wash and wax his car. He was very

particular about the whitewalls on the tires. They were so bright, they would blind you.

My father’s car could be mistaken for an ark. He owned a 1973 Chrysler

Imperial, yellowish brown with off-white leather interior. Wheel skirts hid the huge
tires. The car was immaculate, inside and out.

I remember one Sunday morning my dad entered my bedroom. In his hands
were the keys to the Imperial. Shaking the keys vigorously, my father said to me, “Let’s

go! The roads are waiting.” I replied with a smile.

I grabbed my learner’s permit and headed out to the car. My dad handed me
the keys and said, “Start ‘er up!” The engine purred like a pleased kitten.

Since we lived on a dead-end street, my father suggested I practice parallel

parking. Set up were two rotted old saw horses, far enough apart for me to park in

between. I pulled up along the first saw horse, and I cut the wheel to back into the

space. My father was watching my every move. I did it with no problem.

My father got into the car and said, “Good job! Why don’t we try some left- and
right-hand turns?”

“OK,” I said, and off we went.

At first, the thought of being behind the wheel of my father’s car scared the hell

out of me. I was so small and the car was exceedingly large. But, after mastering

parallel parking, I felt more than comfortable being behind the wheel and driving the

ark.

As I was driving, I noticed the wetness of the road. It must have rained the night

before. I kept praying that I wouldn’t hit any puddles. Well, that didn’t last long. I hit

a puddle, and you could hear the dirty water splash intensely over the spotless vehicle.

Words couldn’t describe the disgusted look on my dad’s face. He was upset.

At this time, I wanted to turn around and go home. Knowing my father was
upset didn’t help my concentration. I was nervous to begin with, but now I was a

basket case.

My father said, “Wendy, will you relax?” I found it very difficult to. As eager

as I was to learn how to drive, I wish this driving lesson was over with. I was driving

down Dascomb Road, headed towards home. My father said, “Take a right onto Clark

Road.” As I approached the turn, I noticed a red Volkswagen Bug with the left

directional on. I was going right and he was going left.

The closer I got to the turn onto Clark Road, the more I knew I wouldn’t make it.

The speedometer read 1 5 mph. I was headed straight for a collision with the red

Volkswagen Bug.
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The look on the driver’s face said it all. “Oh, shit!” My father grabbed the

steering wheel and cut it sharp to the right. All I heard was a loud thud as we drove up
onto the curb of the narrow sidewalk.

I put the hazard lights on. My father got out of the car to check the damage.

The front passenger’s hubcap was dented beyond repair. You could see the chalky

white scratches from where the curb met the wheel.

“What the hell is the matter with you?” my father yelled at me. “Do you know
how close you came to hitting that car?”

“I’m sorry, dad. I’ll pay for the damages.”

As my father drove home, I thought about what would have happened if I hit

that car. I will never forget the look on the driver’s face. I think when he saw this big

yellowish-brown ark, driving straight toward his little red Bug, he must have aged 10

years or more.

I swore up and down that I would never drive a large automobile again. I think

the size overwhelmed me. Well, since I got my license, all I drive is full-sized cars.

To this day, my father and I joke about my first driving lesson. I think that

experience has brought us closer together. Every Sunday, my dad and I would go out

for a drive. I had more confidence in myself than ever before. The more I drove my
father’s car, the less I thought about the incident on Clark Road.

I have learned a very important lesson. Don't let the size of the automobile

prevent you from driving. All you need is a good teacher. I had the best--my dad.

About the Author:

Basic Writing was Wendy Finley’s firstjump back into school after a number of
years. A student in Faith Benedetti’s section in Spring e
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30, is a LiberalArts major who hopes to enroll in the RegisteredNursingprogram. She
works as a nanny. In her free time, she enjoys dancing, putting togetherpuzzles,
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She lives in Andover.
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Casanova
by William Kenney

Have you ever had a job that you loved? I was fortunate enough to have one
that was the most enjoyable working experience I have ever had. The reason for this

was mainly because of who I was working for and with. I began my working
experience at Casanova as a cafe worker. This job broadened my horizons greatly. Not
only was the job fun, but the people I was working with were to become important in

my life as sort of an extended family.

When I was twenty years old, I had just moved into a large house in Makawao
on Maui, with a group of friends. Makawao was a little cowboy town, so there were not

many job opportunities. A new Italian restaurant/nightclub/cafe had just opened up
in town and I had my sights set on getting a job there. I went to apply in the cafe part

of the building. I immediately felt that this was the place for me to work. The place

had high ceilings with spinning ceiling fans extending down. There was a hardwood
floor stretching across a large room. Oddly shaped tables that had been cut from Koa
trees gave the place a unique look. The wall behind the counter was covered with

postcards from all over the world. There must have been a couple hundred cards. The
shining espresso machine really caught my attention. I told the woman behind the

counter that I had come to apply for a job. I was handed an application. I sat down at a

table to fill it out. When I was through I gave it back to the woman. She said that she

could interview me right then. It turned out that she was one of the owners. Her
name was Francesca. She struck me as a nice person and seemed very refined. After a

long interview she said she would love to have me start soon. She gave me a schedule. I

was to start the next morning.

I was very excited. I was happy I had gotten the job I wanted with such ease.

But I was nervous. I was wondering how I would fit in with all of the other employees.

They seemed so sophisticated and cultured. I considered myself a pretty simple guy. I

resolved to make a big effort to extend myself socially. It was important to me that I fit

in.

The next morning I arrived at the cafe at 6 a.m.. Soft New Age music was
playing. I think it was Enya. It was a pleasant note to begin on. I was greeted by Panta,

another of the owners. She offered me a cup of coffee and began to explain that there

was a great deal to do before we opened. She gave me a list of responsibilities I would
have and went over the opening procedures. The first and most important thing was to

turn on the espresso machine so that it was heated up and ready for when we opened.

The next thing was to set up all of the tables and chairs on the front deck. Then it was
time to begin brewing the coffee, pull the croissants out of the oven, set up the food

display and begin squeezing fresh orange juice. All of this had to be done fast to be

ready in time for opening, with everything in order. There was an art to setting the

right tone with music and lighting. We opened the doors and the first customers began

coming in. For my first day I was just supposed to watch the flow of things and see how
everything worked. I was trained in depth on making and serving espresso drinks and
specialty sandwiches. I picked things up quickly. I soon developed a rhythm to things.

I found I was most comfortable behind the espresso machine. I made beautifully

layered lattes, extra foamy cappuccino, and rich mochas. We would get very busy and
have lines of customers fill the room. I learned to deal with the pressure and actually

enjoyed the fast pace. Sometimes it was as if I had four arms. I would be grinding

beans, making an espresso, steaming milk, and pouring a cup of coffee, all at the same
time. Because the espresso machine was the central part of the cafe, when I was behind
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it I felt I was at the head of the command station. Being there also allowed me to be

able to meet more people, because I could talk to them while I made their order. I

became very efficient in taking and making food orders. I could make a delectable

sandwich in no time at all. When someone ordered a 1/2 pound of Greek salad, I was
able to get just the right amount so that it would weigh a 1/2 lb., usually on the first

try.

In my first few days on the job, I worked with an attractive girl named Orly.

She had a very European style. When I talked to her, I found out that she had just

moved from Milan with her sister Miriam, who also worked there. I soon learned that

she had a great personality and was very outgoing. We hit it off and began to talk

about everything. I was intrigued by her because she had so many interesting views.

She told me that all of the owners had been involved with Bhagwan Sri Rajnesh and had
lived on “The Ranch” in Oregon. When Rajnesh was deported, they moved to Maui to

open up their new business, which became a central meeting place for the large

number of followers of Rajnesh. She also said this made the clientele very spiritually

inclined, but they knew how to have a good time. Soon I learned that they were a large

but close network of friends. Orly and I agreed to meet in the club later that evening.

Because I worked there, 1 was able to get in even though I was under age, a nice plus. I

was introduced to Miriam and a couple of Italian artists. I remember them drinking

red wine, and smoking hand rolled cigarettes, both of which were new to me. We
danced to Rishi the DJ’s wide range of music. I was very impressed with how elegant

the restaurant and club were. There were a large number of European windsurfers

there. I would spend many evenings there meeting new people and dancing.

As the months passed my responsibilities grew. I was to take the company van
and pick up the fresh baked bread in the next town. I really enjoyed this because I got

to get out of the cafe for a bit. I would turn the stereo up loud and enjoy the scenic

view as I sped along. I began to work in the restaurant making sure that there were
always fresh bread and water on all of the tables. I also worked as a bar back on some
evenings. This consisted of making sure the bar coolers were stocked full with the

various imported beers, carrying large buckets of ice from the back of the restaurant to

the bar and filling the overhead racks with clean cocktail glasses. I had to be courteous

and fast. I really had to be on my toes. I enjoyed it. I was beginning to learn the fine art

of service.

Soon I was part of the Casanova family, which consisted of the owners, some 25
employees, and special customers. Once we had a company party on the beach. They
rented a bunch of kayaks, and a group of us ventured out into the ocean and drifted in

the waves. We had a pretty fierce game of volleyball. There was tons of food and drink.

They really knew how to take care of their employees. We stayed very late into the

night.

Over the years I worked at Casanova, I learned a great deal. Mainly I acquired

good social skills and became very congenial. Through being exposed to so many
Europeans I became a little more worldly. I learned I could be comfortable in a highly

social environment. Although I am burnt out on the food service industry, I still think I

got a lot of enjoyment out of it. Last night I was talking on the phone to a good friend of

mine who used to work there. He said that he had just run into John, one of the

waiters, in downtown San Francisco. It is a small world. The original Casanova crew
has all moved on to other things and areas of the world, but I think we all share many
good memories.
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Pink Pitch

by Megan Redding

It’s been three years since I came back but my clothes still have a pungent odor.

The three pieces of clothes, a sweatshirt and two long-sleeved shirts, are in Ziplock

baggies in a Rubbermaid bin at the bottom of my closet. I’ve only opened it once, just to

see if they still smelled, and they sure did.

They still smell of dead salmon, much like I did for the four months when I

worked in Bristol Bay, Alaska, on a floating factory. I went to work there as a way to

get a free ride to Alaska while earning some extra cash. I already had a job waiting for

me in Nome, working for Susan Butcher, the dogsled runner. I could not afford to fly

there directly from Boston. One day, sitting in my best friend’s dorm room at BU, I

found an ad in the Boston Phoenix for jobs on fishing boats. I called right away and
was asked to fly to Spokane, Washington, as soon as possible for an interview. Without

asking any questions I hopped a flight two days later. I showed up for an interview,

which they didn’t give me; they just gave me a job because I flew cross country for the

interview.

There I was in Spokane, Washington, with a month before the boat left, so I

hitched a ride to Seattle. I found a place to live in a house full of foul-mouthed

fishermen who told me horror stories about life on the boats. I was glad for the

warnings, seeing that I didn’t know anything about this kind of job. Most of their tales

were about girls who got on the boats with the intentions of doubling their pay by
selling themselves--whores as they say. I think they were trying to intimidate me but it

didn’t work. Before I knew it, the month had gone by in a haze and it was time to find

my way down to the seaport to my boat.

The first three weeks there was very little work because we were just cruising

up the inner passageway to the fishing grounds of the bay. It was a beautiful ride up
there and I got to work a few hours. To work on the way was a privilege for anyone
because there wasn’t much to do. I helped tie down cargo, swab the floors, and run the

pallet jack, and I got to learn how to run the ten-ton crane. Work on the boat was not

assigned tasks but what needed to get done. As we got closer to our fishing grounds,

general job assignments were posted. I was asked whether I would like to work in the

galley or not. I said, “No way”
;
that is where most of the girls worked. I wanted a

messy job. Out of the 300 workers, only 25 of them were girls, and out of the 25, 1 5 of

them worked in the galley.

I got assigned to boxing at first. In boxing, my job was to grab frozen headless

salmon from a conveyer belt and shove them “head” first into long sandwich bags with

just enough force that they continue on down a small incline to someone else to toss in

a box. We had to go as fast as we could for 18 hours a day, every day. As we stood on
a freezing floor, ice formed on issued work boots. We also had to wear (as I call them)
Gorton’s fisherman overalls. They were bright orange heavy rain pants with thick

elastic straps. We also got a snazzy matching hooded jacket, blue or black elbow high

gloves, and six pairs of white cotton hand stockings to wear in our gloves. The cotton

stockings were so our hands didn’t freeze, and same with the rubber ones, which also

kept fish oils off the hands. If your hands did get exposed, the oils would make them
peel and peel. My hands got saturated in fish stuff in my third job, which was my
favorite. Before that job and after I got myself out of boxing hell, I worked the slime

line, the most infamous Alaskan fishing job. Everyone who’s worked up there in this

line of work has been on the slime line. It’s when you get to cut open the fish just after

its head has been chopped and yank out the insides. I didn’t mind this job so much. It
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was a lot warmer than boxing although it smelled more. It smelled like dead insides.

At this job, the fish would slide down on a wash of cool water from the head
chopping station. I’d grab a fish with one hand and have a knife in the other; stick the

sharp point of it in the fish’s bunghole; pull open a slit just to the belly, then push the

knife in a bit further so as to get the roe sacks, too; and pull to an eighth of an inch of

where the head should be. The fish would literally pop open and then I’d grab its guts

and yank them out. I’d push the gutless fish to the end of the table where it would slide

down to another station. The guts would lie around on the table until the wash of

water would float them down drains. On this job, too, we had to stand the whole time,

but it was quiet enough to talk, unlike boxing, where it was super noisy. I didn’t mind
this job too much, but I loved my next job the best.

One day my foreman came up to the slime line to ask for a volunteer for

pitching. I was the first and only one to raise my hand. I had no idea what it was I was
getting myself into and it scared me that no one else wanted the job. I followed the

foreman onto the deck of the boat and he told me to get in the bucket. I just looked

around for a bucket to get into when he turned to me and asked if I’d ever pitched

before. When I told him I never had, he gave a half laugh and pointed out the basket to

me, adding that the guys on the tender boat (the boat that brings the fish to our floating

factory) would help me out. The bucket was just that: a woven bucket with a wood
floor, attached to the ten-ton crane. I climbed in, waiting to see what was going to

happen. The crane jerked and lifted me up and over the side of the boat to the deck of

the tender boat. I just flowed with this new experience, just waiting to see what was
next. I hopped out, looking to these guys I didn’t even know for instructions. “Jump
in,” one said, nodding to the open hull. I looked in there and all I saw was mauve-
colored foam. All I smelled was dead salmon. Having no idea how deep the mauve
foam went, I cautiously lowered myself into this froth. Hanging in mid pull-up

position, I felt solid, slippery, unstable mass under my feet. With a sourpuss look and a

hard swallow of courage, I let myself drop to what I knew was a stock of salmon.

As my feet found the way to the bottom of the hull, I was grabbing onto side in

any attempt to keep from falling into this mess. If I fell in then or not, it wouldn’t have

mattered. By the time I came out, I was covered from head to toe anyway. The six guys

stood above looking down at me and I just smiled back in sheer ignorance. I felt

trapped while waiting for a clue of what to do. One of the foremen yelled, “Heads!”

All the guys stepped aside, letting the crane hook dangle in arm’s reach of me.

“Hook the eye. Make sure the web’s in or it will rip as the cord pulls. Fill it up
fast as possible then we’ll send you down another to fill.” That was my instruction,

spoken softly by the nicest of the guys looking at me. Another one tossed me a metal

hoop with a fishing line net hanging from the bottom. Three cords like crane cords

with the tops weaved together created an eye that I slipped over the crane hook. It

swung back and forth with the lull of the ocean.

“It will stop moving so much once you get some fish in there, speedy.” I didn’t

look to see who spoke to me, I just lunged my glove-covered hands to the pink that was
up to my thighs, hoping just to grab a fish to place in the net. I found them rather easy

and started to feel more confident about my new task. As I went, fish by fish, I began

thinking why they needed someone for this job anyway. I was sure the boats came to us

with full hulls. How did they get the rest out?

Dohll I could feel the pink seeping down my boots and in my gloves. Who
cares, I told myself. My baseball cap-covered head was all pink anyway from the foam
splashing about. I just started to wonder what all this pink was as I tossed the last

salmon that would fit in the basket. The crane wires giggled with tension as the salmon

rose up.
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The pink froth had gone down some so I sat on the slant of the boat to take a

rest. The nice soft-spoken crewman lay his stomach on the deck so that his arms and
head hung into the hull. He just smiled at me as if he were about to speak but I beat

him to it. “So, what IS this stuff?” I asked, pointing to the mini sea of mauve froth.

“Pitch shit. You see, when salmon die they rid themselves of all their fluids and
then when it mixes with salt water, you get pitch.”

“So this is all their piss?” I asked, feeling really dirty.

“Yup. Their last piss, shit, cum, tears (that’s why it’s pink), and anything that

was in her stomach,” he said blankly as I sat there nodding along.

“Tasty,” was all I said. There was a short silence before I asked my other

question. “How do all the other fish get taken out of the hull?”

“A big vacuum that runs from your boat. See, when two boats tie up, they drop

the funnel end on our deck, we stick it in the full hull, they turn it on. The fish get

sucked up into another hull on your boat. But the vacuum has a hard time getting the

last of them, though. That’s why you’re here.”

“Oh,” I mumbled, as I rose to my feet to grab the empty basket to fill again. The
guy I had been talking to got up and went back to his work. I finished up in two more
baskets and climbed out onto deck to wait for the bucket to be lowered for me. As I

waited, all I could think about was a shower, to get all this pitch off me. I finished all

the pitching there had to be done and climbed on out to find the bucket waiting for me.

All the guys were busy getting ready to untie as I climbed into the waiting bucket.

On the lift back, I stood as still as possible in fear of falling out of the bucket

with its shallow sides. As I was being lowered into my home boat my foreman walked
up to help me out and to let me know what the first mate from the other boat had said

about me. I was not too sure I wanted to hear but I knew I would anyway.

“Jack called over to say that he’s never seen a ‘real’ girl work so hard and to

send you over anytime they came back. Good job. Now why don’t you get a shower
before finishing your shift. Fifteen minutes, OK?” he asked as he walked off.

“Thanks. I’ll be back on line in fifteen,” I called after. He bobbed his head in

agreement.

“A ‘real’ girl, huh?” I said out loud even though no one was around to hear. I

had heard about transsexuals on boats from the house full of guys and was rather glad

they could tell I was real. I got a kick out of that all day long back on the slime line.

I worked wherever I was needed the rest of the trip, but any time a tender came
in I was sent over. That was my job to do and I loved it. Jumping into the pitch didn’t

bother me too much after I got over what it was. The only drawback to this job was
that the pitch would seep in my boots and gloves. That made the skin on my ankles,

feet, arms, and hands peel for six months after. That was from the oils of the salmon.

My shirts that still stink are the ones I wore while I pitched fish. That was my
favorite job I’ve ever had for the simple fact that it was messy, slimy, and I had fun

doing it. It never took me more than an hour to do but I always got time to shower.

Most days there was only time for a real quick one. When I pitched I got to take a

longer-than-average 10-minute shower. Add to that the fact that I was, more often

than not, the only one.
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Six Clinton Street

by Jamie L. Smith

The most rewarding job that I had (and still have today) is working in a group

home. 1 work at 6 Clinton St. in Haverhill, with two men and two women who are

mentally challenged adults.

I started this job about seven months ago. I had been in this field before, about

five years ago. The reason why I took this job was because I really needed the money
and the benefits are excellent. With the medical coverage I have, I only pay five dollars

a visit. The dental plan covers eighty percent of whatever my dental visit costs.

Knowing what this field was all about, I was a little skeptical about getting into

it. This job takes a lot out of you emotionally and sometimes physically, which means
that statistically, the job has a high burn-out rate.

The first day on the job I wasn’t really nervous. I knew the ropes from working
in this field before. Coincidentally, I had even worked in this particular group home
before. I knew three out of the four clients living there -- Matt, Joe and Jackie. (Due to

rules of confidentiality, these are not their real names.) The fourth person was moving
in in a few days. At this time, all I knew about this person was that her name was Mary.
The three that I know are very high functioning and very pleasant. High functioning

means that these people are slightly retarded and have many skills and also need a little

bit of assistance doing everyday things. They are very outgoing and don’t like to sit

around the house, which is great.

The set-up of this group home is similar to a house with three separate

apartments. Mary and Jackie are on the first floor. They live in a two-bedroom
apartment and each has their own bathrooms. Joe and Matt live on the second floor.

They also have the same set-up as the first floor. There’s a couple that lives on the third

floor, Bill and Kris. They do five overnights a week. (Overnight means that they have

to be home at 1 1 p.m. when the staff leaves, in case of an emergency.)

Jobs in this field come with a variety of responsibilities. They include taking

residents out to the bank, grocery store, doctor’s appointments, and out to eat. I’m also

responsible for helping them prepare dinner, do laundry, pick up their rooms, and for

making sure they have all their necessities, like shampoo and other toiletries. I help

with all of the everyday things we take for granted and do without help. I work with

one or two other staff members, depending upon the day. I work with the clients

usually on a one-to-one basis.

I’m required at this job to be “med-certified,” which requires an eighteen hour
class on learning about different kinds of medication and how to distribute them.

Another part of my job consists of being a case manager which means that each staff

person has one particular client to follow and track. We help them pick two or three

skills that they need to improve on. Then they need to perform their skill successfully a

certain number of times over a week, month or year, depending upon the person. This

could be something as simple as picking something fun to do once a week, or

controlling a behavior they may have. It all depends on the individual. Then I must
write a report once a month on their progress. It really gives you a great feeling when
they accomplish something that they were having a hard time doing at one point.

I just recently took on another responsibility of being a human rights officer. It’s

not like being a cop. I don’t have a badge or a gun. I just have to make sure that all the

people in the group home are not being neglected in any way, shape or form. That
means making sure their human rights are never being violated by another staff

member or client. This was created because of the way retarded people were treated
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years ago, being sexually, physically, and mentally abused. In some institutions these

people were treated like they weren’t even human. I watched a video about how
retarded people were treated at Danvers State Hospital. If you were retarded and bit

people, they would pull all of your teeth out, to make sure it didn’t happen again. For

this and many other reasons, there were laws set up to ensure that these people were
not discriminated against and to protect their human rights.

The agency having a human rights officer in each house was something new.
They used to only have two for the whole agency. At our staff meeting, my boss Kathy
was looking for volunteers. When she was asking about this, she kept staring at me. I

asked her “Why do you keep looking at me?”
“Because I know that you’ll take it seriously and do a good job,” she said. She

made me feel guilty, so I volunteered for the home I work at now.
There is one person who has grown on me throughout the months. I’m going to

call her Mary. (Not her real name.) Mary just moved into this home two days after I

started. She’s originally from Lebanon. She came to America about six years ago.

Mary’s first language is Arabic. She does speak English, but only a selected amount. I

also think, from working closely with her, that she understands more English than she

speaks. Mary lived in an institution in Lebanon and was living there while the war in

Saudi Arabia was going on. Mary is considered a severely retarded person. I don’t

necessarily agree with this because if she really were severely retarded, how would she

be able to learn enough English to communicate in just six years? English is supposed

to be the hardest language to learn. Mary also has a compulsive behavior disorder,

which means she has problems controlling herself and seems always to be on edge. I

think that this has to do with her living in Lebanon. Some of her actions show signs of

abuse. One of the signs of abuse is being angry all the time. Other signs are being

defensive and not trusting people. Mary also doesn’t like loud noises. One time when
we were outside, a fire truck drove by with its sirens on. She panicked and dove to the

ground with her hands covering her head. I think this is probably from a life of

hearing bombs go off. She was probably taught that when you hear sirens, a bomb is

coming next.

For about two months, Mary tested me in many different ways. Testing is a term

we use when someone is feeling you out to see how far they can go before crossing the

line. When she would cross that line and couldn’t get away with something, she would
get very angry.

On one particular day, Mary was trying to hit her roommate. I told her that she

wasn’t allowed to hit her. Mary didn’t like this at all and began throwing things at me.

She threw a vase, comb, shoes, papers and flowers. Luckily enough I dodged them all.

Then she tried going after her roommate again. I had to step in because this was
violating her roommate’s rights. Right when I stepped in between them, Mary bit my
arm. At this point, the other staff person stepped in, and Mary let go, then went into

her room. This type of stuff went on for the remainder of that two month period except

for the biting. That only happened that one time. It gradually got better as I spent more
time with her and her trust in me grew. She really is a pleasant woman most of the

time. She’s been through a lot and is not used to having people in her life that care

about her. Now, believe it or not, she is one of my favorite clients. We have become
really close. When I’m not around, staff people tell me she says my name all the time.

When they can see that Mary is getting angry, they usually back off or she’ll escalate.

Now with me, she may get angry, but when I say it with a bit of humor, say “Hey,

what’s the matter, Mary?” she looks at me with a smile and quickly calms down.
For someone to do this type of work, they really have to be a special kind of

person. They need to have a lot of patience and must be willing to be flexible. Another
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skill they must have is not being afraid when a client is trying to intimidate them.

Though they may come at you every once in a while, for the most part they are

harmless. I have never in my life felt like I was in danger.

I’ve learned a lot from this job. I have taken CFR, First Aid, Fire Safety, and
nutrition classes. I also took PAC training (training on how to deal with combative

clients). I have learned that society looks down upon these people because they are

different. Sometimes when I am shopping, people may stare, and I just stare back. I

think this makes them understand how it feels to be stared at. Most importantly I

realize that no matter how hard you try to keep a work relationship boundary with

clients, it’s hard not to get personally involved. Sometimes when they do or don’t

accomplish something, I can’t help but feel happy or sad. Most of all, I enjoy helping

someone that already has so much going against them from the start. When they feel

appreciated as a successful human being that has a disability, not a disability that has

the person, that gives me the greatest satisfaction.
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Jamie Smith
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A Sister of Notre Dame de Namur
by Vickie Bui

It was about two o’clock on a Thursday afternoon. As I do every day, I got ready

to go pick up my son at St. Monica’s school. However, on this Thursday, I also got my
mind ready to go see his teacher, Sister Mary Shea. I had a few questions to ask her, to

get an idea of what it’s like to be a nun. I was a bit nervous because I had never

interviewed anyone before, let alone interviewed a nun. I was afraid the questions

might be too personal. I didn’t know how she felt about them, but all my worries

disappeared when I saw her. She was quite friendly and was eager to help. I thanked
her for letting me write about her.

Sister Mary is in her sixties and her hair is completely gray. She is a third grade
teacher at St. Monica’s school in Methuen. She went to a Catholic elementary school

and high school. When Sister Mary was a senior in high school, her teacher asked her

if she ever thought of entering the sisterhood. She said yes and the teacher started

making the arrangements. Sister Mary’s family was very religious and had no
objection. She felt this was how God wanted her to serve him. She entered the convent

the summer she graduated from high school. To be separated from her family was very

hard in the beginning. In fact, when it came time for her family to leave, she cried and
cried. The sister in charge said to go inside and she would give her a bucket. Sister

Mary started laughing because she pictured herself crying into a bucket.

Being separated from her family was hard, but she feels it was harder on them
because she was doing something she wanted. I asked if she hadn’t become a nun,

what she might have done instead, and she said she would have gotten married and had
a lot of kids. She loves children. However, she has always been at peace and has never

regretted the decision.

The Congregation of the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur was founded by Marie

Rose Julie Billiart, a woman filled with love of God and God’s people. The congregation

began in France in 1804. Sister Julie encouraged in her Sisters a deep union with God,

liberty of spirit, and courage- -the qualities needed for an apostolic vocation. Simplicity,

obedience, and charity are necessary, as is the desire to dedicate oneself to the poor in

the most abandoned places. The Sisters do this here at St. Monica’s by teaching the

children, so that they might make a difference in the world. They are a worldwide

congregation.

I was surprised to hear that Sister Mary no longer wears the religious habit, not

even on holy days. Today, the symbol is the cross which she puts around her neck

every day. The front has the letters “ND” for Notre Dame, and on the back are the

words written in French, “How good is the good God.” She said it was hard when the

habit was gone. Before, people looked at her in the habit and gave her respect. Now,
she has to be the one to get the respect, both by the way she dresses and the way she

acts. She has to act religiously to be respected.

In the convent, Sister Mary has her own room, a turn to cook and answer the

door, and a part of the house to keep clean. She and the other Sisters share prayer and

meals. The enjoy being with one another, and they laugh together. They support each

other when someone loses a loved one or someone is sick. They enjoy one another’s

company.
Sister Mary starts her day at five o’clock every morning. She spends a great

amount of time praying. She takes time out to pray before breakfast. After breakfast,

the Sisters go to the chapel to say the prayers of the Church together. Then she goes

to the seven o’clock mass. Afterward, Sister Mary goes to the school to start her class.
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When school is out, she corrects the children’s work. Sometimes she has a turn to

cook. In the evening, she does some more correcting, reading, or watching TV, and
she is in bed by ten o’clock.

On weekends, Sister Mary sometimes goes to visit friends or family. Prayer is

also a big part of her weekends, and it is an important part of her life. The Sisters

also have a summer place in Marshfield where they can go to relax, and it is right on

the water.

Sister Mary thinks the most difficult aspect of being a nun is the day-to-day

routine, the same goal, and the same schedule. She says the greatest satisfaction she

has as a teaching nun is when the kids suddenly understand a lesson. “OhI That’s

how it’s done!” she says, to describe their reaction. Also, she loves to see each child

grow and develop as a person. She does not try to control them but teaches them to

control themselves.

I asked her if she believes women will ever be allowed to be priests. She said

possibly, but she is not for it personally. She also added, “The way I look at it, if the

Lord wanted women to be priests, he certainly would have picked his mother first,

and he didn’t.” It’s not that she thinks men are any better, but being a priest is a

different role than being a nun, and the two complement each other.

One thing Sister Mary notices that has changed in the Church is the openness

of the priests. They listen to what people have to say and how they feel. People are

also more involved in the church. However, the basic beliefs have not changed.

Sister Mary would like very much to see more young women becoming nuns. She

said young people today have too much, and they don’t want to give it up. She is

praying for more vocations, because nuns are getting old, and there are not many
left.

I used to think that nuns were difficult to please, but that is not the case with

her. She is very kind to the kids, and my son loves her. His exact words are: “Sister

Mary Shea is a very cool teacher.” She is friendly, easy to talk to, and she has a great

sense of humor. It is my pleasure to write about her.

About the author:
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Truckin’
by Henedine Pare

If you drive on the highway, you surely notice those big eighteen wheeler
trucks. Sometimes they pass you and you feel your car vibrate a little bit, or they are

behind you and they make you kind of nervous because they are so big. Usually they
have the name of their company in big letters on the side of the truck.

Some trucks transport furniture, food for grocery stores, or wood for

construction, and since there are many electronic companies in this part of the country
you see a lot of transportation of electronic equipment. But have you ever asked
yourself what it is like to be a truck driver?

Maybe you think it is a romantic job, because you see truckers in the movies
going out on a long highway with country music playing in the background, but the

reality is a little bit different.

To write this paper, I chose to find someone who is driving these big trucks. I

didn’t have to look very far -- 1 interviewed my brother. He has been doing this job for

eighteen years. He works transporting hazardous waste. Hazardous waste is anything

that would create or cause a health hazard, such as something you would breathe or

come into contact with. This job is more dangerous because he is on the road all the

time, and his cargo contains some very explosive stuff. He has peoples’ lives in his

hands.

To begin the job, my brother the trucker has to go through a special training. He
has to know what kind of chemical he has to deal with, because if you co-mingle some
chemicals, even in separate containers, there is the danger of explosion.

A typical day for him is to get up at 4:30 a.m. to have a cup of coffee and drive

to work. When he arrives, the first thing he does is start his truck up. He checks the

lights, checks safety equipment, checks the tires and checks the load to see if everything

is safe. If everything is OK on his checklist, he goes to the office for his pre-trip

paperwork. He gets another cup of coffee to go, and then he is on the road.

Since my brother is alone in his truck, he listens to the radio to find out about

the road conditions, especially in the mountains in winter. Snow storms make roads

very treacherous. He needs to be vigilant at all times. He has to stop every two hours to

check his truck carefully and check his map again to make sure he is on the right road.

In his truck, he has to have emergency gear at all times. This includes rubber

boots, rubber pants, safety glasses, and emergency communication such as a CB radio

or cellular phone. Also, he carries an emergency response guide, so in the event of an

accident, he can tell the State Troopers what sort of chemicals he is transporting, and
how to best deal with them.

Usually he goes to collect hazardous waste at four or five sites a day. This brings

him to companies that use chemicals to make their products, but they have no safe way
to dispose of them. It can be acid, Freon, Acetone, Chlorine, etc... Sometimes he goes to

garages or airports to collect diesel fuel or jet fuel. He has to make sure all the

containers have a decal with the name of the chemical on it.

At noon time, he stops at a truck stop for lunch and to refuel his truck. Usually

they have good food, hot lunches, salad, and dessert. My brothers talks to other drivers.

They come from all over the country. Some are on the road for two weeks. He
exchanges information about which is the best road to take to go to certain places.

Sometimes the truckers share anecdotes. After a good meal, he goes back to the road to

finish his day. At the end of the day, which is different from day to day depending on
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how far he has to travel, he must return back to the plant. He turns in all of his

paperwork, including his post trip paper. From there, he goes home.
Since he is on the road most of the time, he sees many things. Some of the

things he notices are good, like the foliage in the fall, or a beautiful lake, or if he is on
the top of a mountain he can see the beautiful site below.

Sometimes not so nice things happen, like the day he was on the highway and
all of a sudden he saw a car off the road. So he stopped and got out of his truck to

check if someone was hurt. There was somebody there already -- two women walking

around the car nervously. He looked inside their car and there was a woman in the

driver’s seat, semi-conscious and turning her head from side to side. He went to his

truck and called the police immediately on his CB. He went back to the car and found a

blanket on the back seat and put it over her. He talked to her and tried to comfort her

until the highway patrol and ambulance showed up and took over. He went back to his

truck, but that was on his mind for a while, hoping the woman would be OK.
In eighteen years on the road, he has seen many things like this, but he has to

keep going. It’s part of his job. This job is not for everyone. You have to be a strong

person who is ready to face any eventuality.

I think if I had to go on a long trip with my brother and have him as the driver, I

would feel very secure because he has so much experience. I dedicate this paper to my
brother because he cares, and because he opens my eyes about truck drivers.

About the Author:

Henedine Pare returned to school after she was laid-offfrom herjob. At 57, she says,

the whole idea ofgetting an education was scary andnew. As a student inJoanna
Fortna’s class in Fall ‘96, Hennie didn’t have much ofan opinion about writing. She
feels that the class enabledher to enhance her creativity. She is working towarda
certificate in Computers, andhopes to find office work in an electronics firm. In her
free time, she enjoysgardening. She lives in Haverhill.
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Revising Wishes
by Emily Seluta

I’m always quick to answer when I am asked, “What age would you choose if

you had to be stuck in an age?” It would be six years old. Life was so much easier then;

it seems as you get older, things become more complicated. Unknowingly, time, place

and existence are carelessly thought of at six. Without question, you let yourself be

cradled with the love of your parents. You worries are few, if any. Your biggest

responsibilities may be as difficult as remembering to brush your teeth. I think of

innocence and simple emotions, the naive response to trouble that may surround you,

playing games outside with no fear of strangers in passing cars, searching for a lost ball

and not the answers to life.

I have a friend who is often reminded by me of how momentous his present life

will be in later days. I watched as he got off his school bus. When he walked into the

house and dropped his backpack, I asked, “Where are your shoes, Johnny?”
“I don’t want to talk about it right now,” he moaned.
I knew enough not to pressure him for the answer. So, I asked him if he and I

could hang out and talk.

“What do you want to talk about?” he questioned while climbing into his

father’s recliner chair.

I followed behind and sat on the floor next to him. “What’s it like being a six-

year-old?”

He rested his chin in his little hands and said, “Well, that’s a complicated

question.”

“You’re right,” I replied after giggling at his sophisticated remark. “Okay, this

might be easier. What’s the best thing about being six?”

He took his hands away from his face, started counting with his fingers, and sort

of sung his answer to me. “Well, you get to play with your friends, ride bikes, go to the

library, eat junk food, and rent movies.”

“That sounds great. Boy, do I wish I could be a child again.”

Johnny’s eyes looked over to mine and with his innocent baby face, he pitied me.

His shoulders rose up real high and a big sigh came out as he let them down. “Emily,

Emily, Emily. Yeah, it sounds like fun, but you can’t do what you want because

grownups get mad....”

“Angry,” I instinctively corrected him. “People get angry, not mad.”

“Grownups get angry at you, and tell you that you’re not talking right, and stuff

like that.”

My head dropped with shame and I hoped I hadn’t gotten on his bad side. I

then went on with my questioning. “Tell me all the good things you can do that adults

can’t.”

He switched his sitting position for the fifth time; he had me believing this

helped him to think better. “I get to play with my frogs and grownups never play with

frogs. That’s good about being a kid.”

“What about watching TV? You get to watch cartoons all the time and that’s

something your parents never get to do.”

“Correction, Emily. I can’t watch TV at night because Mom says I have to go to

bed even when I’m not tired.”

I realized then that I tripped off an explosion; he stood up in the chair, pointed

and swung his arms around with the power of an attorney in a courtroom. “When I

want to have a popsicle and a cupcake for dessert, Mom tells me I can’t have both.
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When I want to wear my Batman costume to school, Dad says ‘No.’ I hate being a kid!

You can’t do anything you want. Dad can say a swear word, but I get yelled at if I say

it. Stevie [his 14 year old brother] can ride his bike past the mailbox, but I have to go to

my room when I ride my bike past the mailbox.”

I tried to change the subject in fear that he might start crying. “You have fun at

school, don’t you? You get to play with your friends at recess. Tell me about that.”

“I have fun some days but there are mean fourth graders who tell me to get off

the swings, and they call me names.”

“You can go and tell the teacher, right?”

“No, because every time that I do they say, ‘John, why don’t you go play

somewhere else if somebody is bothering you’ and the bullies still bug me.”

I wasn’t sure what to say, so I told him he should take a deep breath and relax.

Then I informed him it was obvious to me that he had to go to the bathroom. When he

came back, I cautiously asked if he was ready to talk about his missing shoes.

“The big kids on the bus took them and wouldn’t give them back. They said I

was dumb because I don’t know what the bad words mean, the ones that they were

saying.”

I looked into the face of my picture-perfect child and saw stress and worries,

something I thought was impossible for him to possess. This was supposed to be a

nostalgic moment for me. I thought I was going to have a lucid, vicarious trip into my
youthful friend’s mind. My talk with Johnny was nothing like that. He looked over at

me, waiting for another painful question. I stood up and just as adults do to children, I

rubbed my hand through his hair and said “Don’t worry --it gets a lot easier.”

About the Author:

Emily Seluta, 20, was a student ofLyn LeGendre’s in Spring ‘97. Before taking the

course, Emily writes “Ifelt extremely intimidated. I didn’t want to sharemy feelings. I

think that writing is a such a strange reflection ofyourpersonalityand I didn’t want to

share myself. I was much more at ease after the first fewpapers were handed in. Then

when Irealized that emotions and opinions exist to be shared, I wanted to write more. ”

A home health care worker, Emily writes that her chiefinterest (and life pursuit) is

“discovering a weakness and then working to turn it into a strength. ” She lives in

Plaistow, N.H..
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Getting Sober
by Brian Gendron

Getting sober is a long and hard process. It starts by putting down the drink and
opening up your mind. Then you must have the willingness to change your lifestyle.

These are the things that need to change. Stop hanging out with old friends. Do not go
into a bar or nightclub. Try not to put yourself in harm’s way of alcohol. The most
important thing is be true “to thine own self.” Remember that you cannot do this on
your own.

There are places that can help you if you want to be helped. These places are

right under your nose. The places are hospitals, police stations, schools, and your local

library.

One of the ways to start things off is to put yourself into a detox. Do not worry
about the cost or insurance because it’s free. The only thing you will need to bring is

some clothes, cigarettes, and yourself.

While you are in the detox you will first learn how to say away from a drink or

a drug. Then you must tell yourself that you are powerless over alcohol and your life

has become unmanageable. You will then start talking to a counselor about things that

are bothering you. You will mainly be talking about things that you have suppressed

before and after drinking. The things you will talk about first are: Why am I in here?

What happened to me? Who am I? These feelings might be different and scary at first.

The only way to find these things out is to talk about them. After a few times of talking

to your counselor you will start to feel safe.

So far I have told you how things might be in detox. I am writing from

experience. I can remember what it was like walking into a detox. My hands started to

sweat and my legs were like rubber. I was in one room for over an hour getting all my
stuff checked. Then I was brought to my room where I slept for days. I was in detox

for over thirty days. As I was there I learned that I was not alone. There are a lot of

people in recovery. You will also go to AA meetings where you will start understanding

more about this insane disease.

After you get out of detox, there are other programs that can help you find the

person you are. These places will help you grow mentally and spiritually. The best

thing about these places is they will get you to see your character defects and help you
work on them. The other thing is to work the twelve steps. These steps are for people

who need to learn how to live life on life’s terms.

There are several things you need to understand about this process. I have been

sober for over a year now. I know how difficult it is to stay sober. I go to meetings

every day as suggested. Just from listening to other people I know what to do.

I need to make things as simple as possible. What I mean is I try not to take on
more than I can handle. For example, I do not take on a lot of things at once. I try to

take care of things as they come up, as in rent, bills, homework, and my job. If things

get too overwhelming I stop and look at the problem. Then I do one thing at a time. I

know the important things come first.

One thing that is important in your recovery is you must unlearn old behaviors

and learn new ones. This is a positive thing that needs to be done. I like the person that

I am today because I have dealt with the change that comes from sobriety. Also, I do
not need to make the mistakes I did in the past.
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Life is not as hard as we make it. Life is wonderful now that I got sober, and it could be

for you if you choose to stay clean. One day at a time.

About the Author:

Brian Gendron is a Business Management major. He was a student in Claudia Stern ’s

class in Spring ‘97. He lives in Haverhill.
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How to Spend A Snowy Day
by Troung Huong Lan Le

It often snows during the winter season. You are obliged to stay indoors. It is

very dull to look through the window at the whole landscape blurred behind the dim-
white veil of snow. But fortunately, you have plenty of pastimes to enjoy yourself.

When you are alone, you may read magazines or newspapers to keep yourselves

informed of the latest news of the day. It helps you to know more about your country
and its people, as well as the world beyond. There are many benefits to reading

magazines or newspapers. You can increase your general knowledge of events in

faraway countries such as Africa, Japan, Russia, etc... It is interesting to know about an
earthquake, disaster or volcanic explosion.

But the most pleasant and profitable of pastimes is to read some nice books or

interesting novels, because the art of writing is the most miraculous of all things people

have devised. In books lie the soul of the whole past time, articulate audible voices of

the past when the bodies and other material substances of those times have altogether

vanished like a dream. All that mankind has done, thought, gained or been is lying as

in magic preservation in the pages of books. They are the chosen possession of people so

the story or novel will attract you to forget the times you are living in.

When tired with reading, you can turn on your phonograph. How delightful it

is to lie down at full length on your bed, listening to your favorite tunes as many times

as you like. Toni Braxton, Angelina, Michael Jackson and Celine Dion take their turn to

please your ears with their most up-to-date hit songs. Your room is made into an
international tea room, so to speak.

If you have sisters and brothers, you can have a lot of fun sitting around a table

with them, over hot cups of tea, talking and laughing merrily without any reserve. You
may discuss any subject, or share your opinion on any event which may arise. If

everybody agrees, you can also play cards, but that pastime should be looked upon as

an acceptable game as long as everyone plays for fun, not money; otherwise, the room
would be turned into a gambling den. When the atmosphere gets too noisy, you can

organize several games of chess. The chess board teaches you to be patient, because it

makes you know how to calm down when you lose. You must be thoughtful and
cautious in your moves in order to beat your opponent. The room becomes silent. Only
at that time can you hear the sounds of the snow outside the house.

If your room is large enough to be converted into a recreation room, you may
play table tennis. It is an excellent indoor sport when the snow prevents you from

running, racing and moving in the open air. It also makes your body strong, prevents

you from getting too fat, and keeps you healthy. Most people get lazy in every activity

in the winter. Playing tennis gives you valuable practice in making your eyes, brain and
muscles work together in the winter season. In tennis, your eyes see the ball coming,

judge its speed and direction, and passes this information on to the brain. The brain

then has to decide what to do and sends its orders to the muscles of the arms, legs, etc.

That keeps your body in balance and as healthy as you are in the summer.
On your snowy day, you could also cook some favorite food and enjoy it while

watching television. Cinemax, HBO, westerns and mysteries are some things you can

watch, or you can rent some video tapes at video rental shops. But you should not

spend the whole night watching TV. You must have plenty of sleep. Late hours and
early rising soon spoil your nerves and ruin your health. You should remember “Early
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to bed and early to rise make a man healthy,” whether or not they make you wealthy

and wise. If you aren’t interested in seeing television, you can study, do homework, and
prepare lessons for tomorrow.

Indeed, you can have different ways of relaxing when the snowy weather

compels you to stay indoors. It is wiser to engage yourselves in any way than to idle

away your precious time.

About the author:

Lan Le, 27, is a Medical Technology major. A student ofJoanna Fortna in Spring ‘97,

he says that he used to feelnervous when writing, butnow feels more comfortable

because the class helpedhim to develop his writing skills. Lan currently works as a

machine operator, but hopes to work in a laboratory setting in the future. In his free

time, he enjoys traveling and collecting stamps andpostcards. He lives in Lawrence.
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That Special Day
by Dyan McGlinchey

Attention all people who are about to fall into the costly wedding trap! Be
prepared to pay for the gala for the rest of your life unless you follow some easy

suggestions.

Here is some advice to help you cut unnecessary costs. Let’s start off with the

guest list. Remember that you are getting married, not throwing a free family reunion.

There is no need to invite every one and their grandmother. Invite only your closest

friends and family members. Forget about anyone you don’t really care for.

Most brides-to-be spend a lot of time and money trying to pick out their

invitations. Since there is no extra money to be spent at this wedding, I suggest making
lovely invitations on a computer. Instead of spending up to $2 each to order them from
an engraver, they can be made by you for pennies apiece on your computer.

Next comes THE DRESS. Listen up and follow this advice. This will save you
hundreds. A few boxing lessons from Mike Tyson and a good pair of running shoes will

get you off on the right foot. If you can get yourself and your brass knuckles to the

annual Filene’s Basement wedding dress sale, take as many as you can hold. Don’t waste

time looking for your size. Get the dress and get out before you are assaulted.

A nice floral setup is a must. When you’re trying to save money, sometimes you
can’t get exactly what you want. My suggestion is substituting carnations for the

traditional and expensive roses. A flower is a flower: who’s really going to notice

anyway? Most florists offer a discount for day-old flowers.

The reception can be the most unforgettable part of the process. But don’t

forget: you are trying to cut costs. If it’s a winter wedding, the reception will have to be

inside. You’ll have to call up someone you know with a nice home. This will save you
the cost of renting a hall or function room. I would suggest that you plan the wedding
during the spring or summer. This way you can have the reception in anyone’s

backyard, or even in a free state park.

For decorations, you will have to pick them out yourself. After all, who can

comparison shop like you can! Look for a party store near you that is going out of

business. All you will really need is a few tablecloths. No need for linen tablecloths at

this wedding -- paper fits nicely, and if it’s white, no one will notice anyway.

Centerpieces made of candles (black and/or white are the cheapest) with drip catchers

(you must watch out for the paper tablecloths, remember) will suffice.

Music for your reception can easily be taken care of, and shouldn’t cost you a

penny. Take a good stereo, a couple of extra speakers borrowed from a neighbor or

relative, and a good assortment of CD’s, and you’ll be all set. The only small cost here

will be the electricity, but if it’s not your home, I guess you won’t be having to pay for

that either!

Food will most certainly be your most costly expense. Don’t scrimp on quantity,

just quality. (Hungry people don’t always have the best attitudes.) Instead of roast beef,

choose chicken. If your wedding is outside, you can always bust out that old rusty

hibachi. (Just joking.) Everything should be served buffet style; this way, you won’t

have to hire any help.

Buying your own liquor and setting up a cash bar will give you a chance to

make a little extra money for honeymoon expenses. You must buy all generic liquors --

they all taste the same, and give you the same effect as brand name liquors.
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Last of all, you can’t be toe? cheap. You must give your guests a token of your
special day. Plastic champagne glasses filled with pastel M&M’s (found after Easter for

75% off) and topped off with some tulle and a ribbon will be a nice reminder. I

promise you that if you follow my suggestions, not only will you save a bundle, but you
ensure that this will be a wedding that no one will forget.

About the Author:

Dyan McGlinchey is a LiberalArts majorfrom Lawrence. She was a student in Claudia

Stern’s class in Spring ‘97.
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Irreconcilable Differences
by Robert Boisvert

On any given day in any family court throughout the state there are hundreds of

domestic disputes. There are divorce cases, child custody cases, child support

modification hearings and many others. There are some that will be amicable, and
others that will turn into a vicious tug of war. The court’s unpleasant task is to sort

through the animosity and discover the truth. The rise of child abuse and domestic

assault has placed men at a legal disadvantage from the beginning. Increased media
attention and public outrage have made the most liberal judges ultra conservative. The
judicial philosophy appears to be it is better to be safe than sorry, regardless of whose
civil liberties are being trampled upon. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts’s

domestic relations policies and procedures are discriminatory towards men.
It is important to shatter a popular media myth from the beginning: divorced

men seldom ride off into the sunset with a mistress to live happily ever after. The
demise of a family is as tragic to men as it is to women, especially when there are

children involved. The perception that divorced men do not do not fulfill their

responsibilities and have a tendency toward violence is simply not true. There is

amongst all groups of people an undesirable element. Unfortunately, it is always these

villains who wind up on the news at six. They are presented in dramatic news footage

that literally tries to give an opinion to you, so you can regurgitate it later in

conversation. The “Big Bad Wolf’ stereotype should be cast away into the deepest

darkest dungeon, never to be heard from again.

My opinions are based on personaTexperiences in family court. In 1 993 my
spouse and I began the process of legal separation and ultimately divorce. Our attitude

was the less the court entered our lives the better, and an agreement had already been

reached that made all concerned happy. It shocked me to discover the amount of

services available to her that were denied to me. My spouse was referred to a local

women’s center where free legal services were available, and she was offered single

parent counseling, and astonishingly, a divorced women’s therapy group. The services

available to me only applied if I was an alcoholic, a wife beater or a child abuser. I was
none of the above and resented the court’s insinuation. It goes to show that there is a

double standard, and my hopes of fair and impartial treatment were slim. It resulted in

my hiring an attorney at an incredible $1 50.00 per hour to navigate the process for

me.

When there are children involved, it’s not a simple, “I don’t,” then “see you
later.” It involves all parties concerned acting in concert for the child’s best interest.

This is how it was in my case, but I shudder to think what would have happened if

things had been different. I know of cases when allegations of abuse or misconduct had
resulted in fathers being unable to see their kids for years, until the court can sort it out.

When the domestic violence card is played in a court of law, it’s taken very seriously.

They will not wait to see if the accusation is true or not before acting, and the people

that play know this. It can often be an attempt to get back at a spouse any way possible,

regardless of the truth.

A year ago, one of my brothers was having problems in his marriage. In an
attempt to help, I offered to serve as a mediator to smooth the waters. The reaction

from his spouse was as point blank as a bullet from a gun: “If you leave me, you will

never see your kids again. I will do anything necessary to ruin your life,” his spouse
said. The scariest part about it is that she can do it. Eventually, he will have his day in

court, but only after his good name has been dragged through the mud and a long legal
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battle. In the end, he decided that it was not worth it not to see his kids and stayed for

just that reason. This is domestic terrorism.

In my own case, it was established per an agreement that my spouse and
I would share custody. It was determined that she would be the custodial parent, and I

would pay child support. It was then that the court’s dogs came in: the Department of

Revenue. They are a necessary evil to hunt down deadbeat dads, but harass everyone

else in the process. My child support was always taken through wage assignment. The

money is taken out of my paycheck before I even see it and is quite convenient. The
problem is that they feel the need to notify you twice a week to inform you of your

responsibilities, regardless of whether you paid as you agreed in court. If you fail to

make even one payment, be assured that your name will appear on a credit report that

says, “Child Support delinquent.” After this, the odds of even buying crackers on credit

are slim.

I don’t think that there is a judicial conspiracy against men. It is not so much
the laws as it is the judges who interpret them. I believe that over the years feelings and
concerns toward domestic issues have changed. As the system has evolved, it sees only

the faces of battered women and children. It has become one-sided, giving a woman’s
fears or concerns more importance than those of a man. The judges see brutal

reminders of colleagues’ failures to act plastered on the front page of the nation’s

newspapers every day. If given a choice, they will fall on the safe side of the law every

time. It is their fear to act which places men on a less than equal plane. There are

people that count on this and twist the law to their own advantage.

The process of divorce will always be an unpleasant experience. The sea of

courtroom red tape is unavoidable. It doesn’t have to serve only one segment of the

population it serves. The last time I checked, all men were created equal. This includes

everyone, including women. The cases should be judged on their individual merit and
not on sensationalism over substance. The laws of perjury and civil slander should be

applied more severely to the perpetrators of deceit. A revolutionary change of attitude

needs to occur that defines a family as more than mother and child.

About the Author:

Robert Boisvert is a 27-year-old LiberalArts major. A student in Priscilla Bellairs’s class

in Fall ‘96, Rob says thatgoing into the course he believed “writing was a major
obstacle in receiving a college degree. ” But something magicalhappened during the

semester: Robert learned that he loved to write. He nowhopes to, in some way, pursue
writing as a career. In his free time, he enjoys billiards, darts, and watching cartoons
with his six-year-oldson, Bobby. He lives in Haverhill.
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Gambling Machines
by Mercedes Duran

People gamble as a hobby, as play, or as entertainment, not knowing that they

could be the victim of an addiction. Most people gamble because they are not satisfied

with the money they have, or they want to make more money than they could in a job.

The reality is that they lose lots of money and become poorer.

I could declare that playing gambling machines is the same as or similar to

using drugs. It has the same side effects as drugs. I interviewed one person at a club,

whose name is Jeffrey. He goes every day to play the machine. He said, “This is true. It

is like a drug. Slot machines are as dangerous as drugs. They make you feel like this is

something you need to do. After losing the money you become depressed. Your low
self-esteem makes you mad and makes you act irresponsibly. You borrow money from
your friends or family, lie, and become desperate to the point of stealing money. We
never have what we need. We don’t take care of ourselves. We don’t care how we
look. We cannot give our family what we need because the money is never enough. As

soon as I have some money, I just think I could make more and go gamble.”

I go very often to the club to play pool. I could see how those people suffer

trying to win, but they don’t. They sometimes win, but sometimes they play until they

lose what they have. Gambling people know that this is not good for them or their

family, but this is something they cannot control. They do try to quit, but soon the

weekend comes and they cannot resist and go back to play.

Gambling also destroys the family because this bad habit requires a great deal of

time that the gambling people cannot dedicate to the family. When they go home at

midnight they are depressed and mad.
I spoke with one of the persons who goes very often to play the machine. I try to

tell him that those machines are stealing his money, to stop playing them. He said, “I

know. What can I do?”

I said to him, “I will write a letter to the government to take those machines
away.”

He said, “Yes, please do it.” I thought he was going to get mad at what I said,

but he looked despairing.

I personally feel sorry for them. They work hard to make money and in two or

three hours they lose thousands of dollars, not knowing that the machines only get full

of money and other people are getting rich with their money.
A friend of mine has about six or more machines in different places. He is now

“retired” because he has enough money to survive. He is now in the Dominican
Republic. He is living there without being worried about money because those

machines produce enough for him. He left those machines located in grocery stores,

laundries, restaurants, and clubs, and he depends on them support himself and his

family. He shares the money with the owners of these places, who send him the rest of

the money. He is not the only one who has that kind of business in Lawrence. This is a

“buried treasure,” which people have discovered, a good way of making money easier

and faster.

Gambling machines have become like an epidemic in Lawrence. Almost

everybody goes to enjoy the “amusement machines.” This is what they say on them, but

when people play lots of money I don’t think they should be called “amusement.”
Instead, I would call them “gambling machines” or a “casino” in Lawrence. Those

machines are not allowed in Lawrence, or in Massachusetts. However, the owners of

the machines take the risk of being caught because the money that the machines give to
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them is more than the money they will pay in court. By the time that happens, they will

be full of money.
We must do something about fixing this problem. Otherwise, what will be the

future of our kids? This is what they will learn? Instead of going to college to learn

how to use computers, they will go to learn how to fix slot machines. I invite everybody

who reads this paper to write a letter to the government to get rid of this disease. I

personally will do it as soon as this semester gets over.

{Editor’s Note: Mercedes did write a letter to then-Governor William Weld about the

problem ofgambling machines. As ofourpublication date, she has receivedno reply.

}

About the Author:

Mercedes Duran, 27, is a full-time student. As a student ofJennie-Rebecca Falcetta in

Fall ‘96, she says that she did notknowhow to organize her ideas. After the course, she

reports that “I feel I learned a lot. My writing is much better now. ” A Computer
Science major and single mother, Mercedes says she does not have much free time. She
lives in Lawrence with her three children.



Three Thesis Papers on Abortion

Editor’s Note: Thisyear we have decided to include in the thesis section three

different papers dealing with the same subject. Thesis papers often contain the

strongest and most urgent writing produced in Basic Writing, because in this

assignment, students address a social, political, orpersonal issue about which they feel

strongly . Writers cite logical arguments as well as their own experience in order to

fortify opinions. Many of the subjects students choose arc controversial, andmany of

the experiences they ha vc hadpainful or life-changing. This year’s Basic Writing

courses yielded three powerful essays about abortion, each describing vaiying

circumstances. In two we hear from women, both already mothers, who decided to

undergo abortions; in the third, a new father speaks ofhis views on a woman’s right to

choose.

We thought that presenting three similar andyet unique papers in concert

would show studentsjust how varied this assignment can be. The thesis paper finishes

up the Basic Writing semester because it most resembles what students can expect to

write in Composition I and II. We hope that this selection of thesis papers will help

our writers wrestle with their own issues and experiences- -in Basic Writing and
beyond.
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Abortion
by Anonymous

Abortion is a very controversial subject. It is neither black nor white--there is

always a grey area. Some people are pro-life and some are pro-choice. I do believe

that it is a woman’s choice and no one should take that away. I do not believe in these

activists standing outside of schools and clinics showing posterboards of unborn
fetuses. I think that is wrong.

If a young woman gets pregnant and it’s unwanted then I believe that an

abortion should take place. Each situation should be looked at and treated as the

situation.

When my son was four months old, I found out I was pregnant. The feeling I

felt was unbelievable. I just wanted to get rid of the baby. I felt scared, trapped, and
confused. I thought, “What am I going to do?” I had just moved, I wanted to go to

school, and there was no way I could take care of two children in diapers.

I am not married so I did not want to have another baby without being married.

If I did have the baby and my boyfriend left me, what would happen? I would not be

able to do anything. Most of all I wouldn’t have anyone to help me.

My boyfriend didn’t influence me in my decision. I decided that on my own.
Friends of mine were on my side. Thank God that I had friends who agreed with my
decision and weren’t talking me out of it. I really don’t think that they could have

talked me out of it even if they wanted to.

My situation was difficult. My son was only four months old, and my boyfriend

was out of work. He was living with me on and off so things were very unstable. I

wanted to go back to school and having another baby wasn’t exactly a good idea. That

doesn’t mean I believe in abortion. I believe that women have to do what they have to

do. No one should try to influence them otherwise.

The day of the abortion I was nervous. At the time, my friend drove me to

Boston. When I started to walk in the clinic there was a protester outside of the

building holding up a poster board of a fetus at eight weeks. My decision did not

change. I was just upset at the fact that he was standing there trying to get me to

change my mind. That is not right. It is my body and I have the right to do what I

want to do. In this case it wasn’t what I wanted. It was what I had to do.

When I walked up to the desk to sign in the receptionist gave me papers to fill

out. When I was finished I gave the papers back to the receptionist. She asked me to

have a seat and the doctor would be with me. Shortly after, the nurse called me into

the cubicle to take a blood test and asked me to be seated again. I waited at least an
hour before the doctor called me into the room.

I was nervous about being put to sleep. I had never been put to sleep before.

The nurse gave me an injection of medicine to put me to sleep. It hit me all at once

and I was out in five minutes. When I woke up the nurse wheeled me into the big

room where all the other girls were recuperating. She gave me juice and crackers and
told me to lie down for a few minutes. After I ate crackers, I went to the bathroom and
ended up vomiting because of the anesthesia.

After about half an hour in that room, I got dressed and they sent me home.
When I got home, I lay down for a while. I wasn’t really in pain. I was just tired

because of the anesthesia. I didn’t really feel anything at this point. I didn’t tell my
family what I did, just close friends of mine.

Two months had passed since the abortion. My son was six months old. My
boyfriend was staying with his parents for a while to sort things out. That was when I
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started getting anxiety attacks. They were repercussions of what happened. Loneliness

crept in about half an hour after the anxiety attacks. It hit me all at once.

When 1 finally fell asleep 1 had bad dreams. One of the few bad dreams I had
was about a little girl in my kitchen telling me I was supposed to keep that baby. I

think that is when 1 really started feeling bad. I lived alone for two months, and every

night it was the same thing: stay up ‘til 2 a.m., crawl in bed, have an anxiety attack,

and hope my boyfriend would come home so I wouldn’t be alone anymore.

Finally I told him that 1 couldn’t go on like that anymore. Three days later he

came home. I was so happy and the anxiety attacks stopped after a while. When I

went back to work I started getting them again, but then they went away.

Still to this day, I feel sad about what I did. Sometimes I feel like crying, but I

know that won’t help. Deep down inside I’m sorry that I had to have an abortion. I

can’t say it was the right thing to do, because it wasn’t. I do not recommend having an
abortion. I recommend you don’t have sex until you are mature enough to handle the

consequence.

If I was careful then that pregnancy would not have happened, but I was
careless. Now I’m suffering the consequences. I know someday I’ll have another baby
to make up for it. Unless you’ve been raped or are under sixteen I do not recommend
abortion.

About the Author:

Anonymous is a 22 year-old Liberal Arts major from iMwrcncc.
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Abortion
by Tia Pehl

The one thing I strongly believe is that people shouldn’t judge other people

until they have walked in their shoes. When it comes to abortion, I believe it’s up to

that person. I don’t think people have the right to push their opinions on other people.

What might be best for you might not be best for other people.

It really bothers me when people stereotype people who have had abortions.

The reason it bothers me is because I have had one in my past. When my daughter was
nine months old I ended up getting pregnant again. I really wasn’t ready for this. I

never expected to end up pregnant since I was on the birth control pill and took it

faithfully. Come to find out the birth control that I was taking wasn’t strong enough
because my body had changed after I had my daughter.

At the time I was still in high school. I wanted to get through school to make a

better life for me and my daughter. I was living on my own at age seventeen. I also

struggled to hold down a part-time job. This was hard with one child, never mind
bringing another child into the world. At this time I was going through a lot of stress.

The babies’ father and I were not getting along at all. I didn’t even know if he was
going to be around for the baby and me.

Enough time went by: now it was time to make a decision. I thought to myself,

“How am I going to raise two children, plus stay in school and work part time?” At

this time I knew I wouldn’t be able to do it. This was the hardest decision that I ever

had to make. I knew it would affect me for the rest of my life.

After days of beating myself up and crying myself to sleep every night, I decided

that getting an abortion was the best thing I could do at the time. I didn’t want this

baby to struggle in life because of me. Even though I knew I was doing what I thought

was best, I hated myself.

The one thing I hated the most was no matter who I talked to, doctors, nurses,

friends, or whoever, they told me it would be best if I kept the baby. Well, who are

they to tell me what is best for me? Are they the ones who are going to take care of the

baby, or feed it?

When I went to get the abortion there were a lot of men standing outside. I was
so scared. They started yelling at me. They also told me I was a murderer and a baby
killer. That really bothered me because I love children and wish I could have had this

baby. I don’t think these men have any right to tell women what they can and can’t do
with their bodies.

This was the worst experience I ever went through. I felt bad enough to begin

with without other people making it worse. It wasn’t something I wanted to do. My
life wasn’t in order at the time. I still think about this all the time. I wonder what the

baby would have looked like, and things like that. Around August every year is very

hard for me, because this is when the baby would have been born.

Even though I’ve had an abortion, 1 don’t think it should be used as a birth

control method. But I do believe that it should be available for those women who need
it. I think that if abortions weren’t available there would be a lot more unwanted
children in the world. There would also be a lot more kids up for adoption. I would
rather see people have abortions than bring a child up in this world, either abusing it

or

not able to feed and clothe it, because they were forced to have a child. A child doesn’t

ask to be put in the world, so if it’s going to have a miserable life we are better off not

bringing it into the world.



About the Author:

Tia Pehl is a 24 year old Liberal Arts major. Before her semester in Faith Benedetti’s

class in Spring ‘97, Tia says that she liked to write, but wasn 7 sure how to organize her
work. “I had a hard time starting my essays, and then coming up with agood
conclusion. I now feel that I have gotten better at it, ” she says. A medical secretary

who, like her best friendJeannie Comci (also featured in WIF), hopes to pursue a

career in Nursing, Tia lists dirt bike riding as one ofher hobbies. She lives in Haverhill

with herpartner and their six-year old daughter.



Pro-Life or Pro-Choice?
by Melvin Urena

I believe every woman should have the choice of terminating or going through

with her pregnancy. Nobody has the right to tell a woman that it is wrong for her to

abort her child. My feeling and my mind tell me that I’m pro-life, but I still feel that

the woman has the choice. It is her body, her life, her decision.

When my girlfriend turned out to be pregnant, I told her it was her choice. I

gave her the decision and told her that no matter what she decided, I would be there

for her. I’m glad that she chose to keep the baby. Now we are the proud parents of a

beautiful six-month-old little girl. I’m sure that I would’ve stayed with her even if she

had an abortion. Our relationship might have changed a little, but I wouldn’t have left

her because of it. I think that having a daughter has made us closer.

Thousands of people protest in front of the abortions clinics every day. They
believe that abortion is wrong and that no one should kill an unborn child. These

people would do just about anything to prevent abortions. On some occasions, the

protests have resulted in murder. Protesters say they are pro-life, yet they have tried to

kill the doctors, the receptionists, and the patients. They have blown up clinics with

bombs, killing innocent people who have nothing to do with abortion. They have no
regard for whom they kill, but they still call themselves pro-life.

In certain circumstances, abortion seems to be the right choice. For example, if

the woman was raped and turned out to be pregnant, I could see why she wouldn’t

want to keep the baby. Having to be reminded of the rape every time she sees the child

would be extremely difficult. Also, if the baby was going to be born deformed, why
would anyone want to put a baby and themselves through that? I would rather that

someone had an abortion than have a kid suffer.

Not long ago, girls (behind their parents’ backs) would go to a butcher to get an
abortion, knowing that anything could have gone wrong. Now they can go to a clinic

that has the right equipment for this procedure. To me, it all depends on the situation,

and I’m glad that abortion is legal.

About the Author:

Melvin A. Urena is a 21 year-old Business Management major. He was a student of

Lyn LeGendre in Spring ‘97. He lives in Grovcland.








